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Clients Join Primerus 
to Propel Mission 
Hello, Primerus friends. I am excited 
about this issue of The Primerus 
Paradigm, as we are unveiling an 
innovative and unprecedented opportunity 
that will benefit you – our trusted clients. 
But first, let me start with a story…
 I will never forget the time a client 
approached me at a Primerus event and 

asked me if his company could join 
Primerus, pay the membership dues and 
become a bona fide Primerus member. 
This client loved Primerus and wanted to 
become our first client member.
 I told him I was flattered, but that we 
did not want him to become a dues-paying 
member of Primerus. Rather, we hoped 
he would continue to attend our events, 
develop trusted relationships with our 
attorneys and hopefully rely on them for 
quality legal work when needed. Equally 
as important, we wanted him to advise us 
and our members in our efforts to improve 
today’s legal profession and help us do a 
better job of fulfilling our mission. 
 Years later, this client will now have 
the opportunity to join the Primerus family 
– but without the dues, of course! After 
more than three years of work, we have 
created the Primerus Client Resource 
Institute (PCRI). 

 The institute is designed for clients 
around the world (in-house legal counsel, 
risk managers, claims managers and 
corporate executives responsible for legal 
oversight) to join Primerus in our work to 
improve today’s legal profession – and  
to accept our thanks for your dedication  
to this work. 

 Clients may join the institute – at no 
cost – and enjoy perks including a free 
30-minute legal consultation phone call 
with any Primerus member anywhere 
in the world, access to free Primerus 
educational webinars, access to Primerus 
listservs for various legal specialties, and 
the opportunity to participate in committee 
membership meetings in various practice 
areas. There’s no obligation to hire Primerus 
attorneys, but we hope that the relationships 
developed through the institute will endear 
you to our family even more. The institute 
also gives members the benefit of having a 
community of fellow in-house counsel.
 At Primerus, we take very seriously 
our mission to bring together good clients 
with trusted, highly capable attorneys who 
charge reasonable fees. We are committed to 
providing opportunities for this to happen in 
meaningful, relationship-building ways that 
go way beyond the traditional “marketing” 

opportunities you often see in the legal 
industry. 
 This new institute will take that 
opportunity to a whole new level. It is a 
thrilling next step!
 After getting positive feedback from 
Primerus members and clients about 
this concept for the past three years, 

we proposed the idea at a gathering in 
New York City in January. We received 
overwhelming support, so we launched the 
PCRI at the Primerus Defense Institute 
Convocation in April. 
 Now, more clients are stepping forward 
to join, and we hope you will do the same. 
We simply cannot do the revolutionary 
work of transforming the legal industry 
without substantive dialogue between 
clients and attorneys. Please continue to 
join us in this conversation, whether by 
joining the PCRI, attending a Primerus 
event, or reaching out to us to help you 
find a quality lawyer right where (and 
when) you need one. 

President’s Podium
John C. Buchanan

At Primerus, we take very seriously our mission to bring together good clients with 
trusted, highly capable attorneys who charge reasonable fees. We are committed to 
providing opportunities for this to happen in meaningful, relationship-building ways.  



There have always been many ways for 
clients to become involved in Primerus – 
getting to know trusted Primerus attorneys, 
attending Primerus events or serving on 
advisory boards. 
 But now Primerus is taking client 
involvement to a whole new level with the 
Primerus Client Resource Institute (PCRI). 
 Launched in April, the institute offers 
an unprecedented opportunity for clients to 
join the Primerus family and work together 
to improve the quality of legal services 
available today – while also receiving 
valuable benefits for free. 
 “The institute was created because 
of our desire to makes clients bona fide 
members of Primerus, so we can work even 
more closely together to improve the legal 
profession across the globe,” said Primerus 
President and Founder Jack Buchanan. 
“We also wanted the institute to be a way 

we can give back to the clients who are 
dedicated to joining us in this effort.”
 The institute will bring together 
in-house legal counsel, risk managers, 
claims managers and corporate executives 
responsible for legal affairs from around 
the world. There is no cost to join the 
institute, and clients who join are in no way 
obligated to hire Primerus lawyers.
 PCRI members are eligible for 
perks including a free 30-minute legal 
consultation phone call with any Primerus 
member, anywhere in the world, access 
to free Primerus educational webinars, 
access to Primerus listservs in various 
legal specialties, and the opportunity to 
participate in committee membership 
meetings in various practice areas. 
 Primerus member Duncan Manley, 
a partner at Christian & Small in 
Birmingham, Alabama, is chair of the 
institute’s executive committee.

 “Recognizing how fortunate Primerus 
lawyers are to represent so many clients 
who have been loyal to us over the years, 
we were searching for a way to express 
our gratitude in a professional way,” 
Manley said. “We are now working hard to 
disseminate information on the institute to 
our clients. It is our way of giving back or 
paying forward.”

Bringing Together Good Clients 
and Good Attorneys 
Robert Woods, senior vice president 
of claims for Energi, Inc. – a provider 
of specialized insurance and risk 
management solutions based in Peabody, 
Massachusetts – was among the first group 
of clients to join the institute. 
 Woods first learned about Primerus 
through Fred Johs, partner of Primerus 

Primerus Client Resource Institute: 
Making Clients Part of the Family 
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member firm Lewis Johs Avallone Aviles, 
LLP in New York, New York. Woods was 
very pleased with the work of the firm, 
including attorney David Fink.
 “He was always available to me, 24/7, 
by phone. He would dispatch an accident 
reconstruction team to an accident site to 
preserve evidence for us,” Woods said. “You 
don’t always find a law firm that’s willing to 
respond 24/7, but they always were.”
 Because he was so pleased with 
Lewis Johs, Woods took advantage of the 
opportunity to meet other Primerus firms 
by attending Primerus events, including 
the Primerus Defense Institute (PDI) 
Convocation in April 2016 in Napa, 
California. 
 “I was very impressed with the caliber 
of the presentations and meeting similar 
minded firms to Lewis Johs,” Woods said. 
“From meeting people at Convocation, we 
started expanding our network of Primerus 
firms around the country.”
 Now, he looks to Primerus to help as  
he builds his litigation team. “My litigation 
manager regularly looks up Primerus   
firms to find good panel defense firms,” 
Woods said.
 Working with Primerus has been such 
a positive experience that he welcomed 
the opportunity to join the PCRI. “If 
there’s something I can do to help 
Primerus, and vice versa, I would love     
to do it, so I signed up,” he said.
 Woods thinks the institute will be 
helpful in many ways, as it allows Primerus 
law firms and clients to learn from one 
another and work together on important 
issues facing the legal profession today. 
 “Any time you put together similar 
minded people, it’s a real benefit,” he said. 
 In the legal world, according to Woods, 
there are not a lot of opportunities to sit 
down for true collaboration – that’s not 
overly focused on marketing. “I think it’s 
high time we stop marketing and focus on 
relationship building,” he said.
 Buchanan and Manley agree – and 
that’s exactly the hope behind the institute.

 Mark DiGiovanni, vice president of 
litigation management for Global Indemnity 
Group in Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania, 
joined the PCRI in hopes of strengthening 
his relationship with Primerus, which has 
proven a great resource for hiring local 
attorneys when he needs them. 
 His connection to Primerus started with 
Edward Murphy, a partner of Primerus 
member firm Lipe Lyons Murphy Nahrstadt 
& Pontikis in Chicago, who was on the 
attorney panel for Global Indemnity Group 
when he started his job there in 2008. He 
later learned a longtime friend, Thomas 
Paschos of Thomas Paschos & Associates 
in Haddonfield, New Jersey, was also a 
Primerus member. 
 “For a long time, when I would need 
counsel in different states, I would call Ed 
or Tom,” DiGiovanni said. 
 He then became more involved in 
Primerus, including speaking on a panel at 
the 2015 PDI Insurance Coverage & Bad 
Faith seminar in New York City and at the 
2016 PDI Convocation in Napa, California.  
“I keep meeting good lawyers and adding 
them to the panel,” said DiGiovanni, who 
now has worked with about 12 Primerus 
firms across the country. 
 DiGiovanni said he likes hiring local 
attorneys to work on cases, and he always 
needs good litigators. He also said that 
he needs attorneys who can find creative 
solutions and “look at things out of the 
box.”
 Before Primerus, when he needed 
an attorney in a new area, he would call 
an attorney in a neighboring state, go 
to Martindale Hubbell, or even use an 
internet search. 
 “Primerus is a great organization,” 
DiGiovanni said. “I have been really 
pleased. It’s the ultimate resource. Now if I 
need someone quick, I don’t have to waste 
time going through all those steps.”

Paying It Forward to Clients 
Currently, the institute has about a dozen 
members, with more joining every month. 
The PCRI will gather at the Primerus 
Global Conference October 13-16 in 
Washington, D.C. for a seminar including 
lunch and a cocktail party. 

 According to Manley, clients should 
take advantage of the perks they receive  
for joining:

• A free 30-minute legal consultation 
phone call with any Primerus 
member, anywhere in the world

 Primerus attorneys frequently take calls 
from clients and provide advice for 
free, but now the offer is more public, 
Manley said. Buchanan said this benefit 
also gives clients the freedom to call 
any Primerus attorney, anywhere in the 
world – not just a Primerus member 
they might have met at an event. 

    “The motivation is to provide 
something to clients that they may have 
thought they had access to, but were 
not so comfortable asking for,” Manley 
said. “Now they know it is available, 
and hopefully they will take advantage 
of the offer.”

• Access to Primerus listservs, 
available in various legal specialties

 PCRI members will have access to 
Primerus listservs, offering clients 
valuable access to inquiries about 
expert witnesses, as well as advice 
from Primerus members about other 
legal matters. 

• Opportunity to participate in 
committee membership meetings in 
various practice areas

 Institute members will have access 
to meetings of practice committees 
in areas including: bad faith defense 
litigation, corporate transactions, 
defense litigation, employment law, 
governmental affairs, health law, 
intellectual property, international law, 
medical liability defense litigation, 
mergers and acquisitions, product 
liability defense litigation, real estate 
and transportation defense litigation.

• Access to free Primerus  
educational webinars

 PCRI members may participate in 
Primerus webinars on substantive legal 
topics for free. 
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• Assistance in finding the right 
Primerus lawyer to meet your needs

 Clients may access primerus.com or 
call Primerus any time for personal 
help finding a lawyer. If Primerus does 
not have a Primerus law firm in the 
particular city and expertise needed, 
they will seek a recommendation from a 
Primerus member.

 Reinier Russell, managing partner of 
Primerus member firm Russell Advocaten 
in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, said 
he hopes the PCRI will help spread the 
message that Primerus attorneys are 
always available to clients. 
 “It is always important to have 
‘friends,’” Russell said. “We hope that 
the ‘friends’ of Primerus and our future 

clients (get to) know that the 
Primerus lawyers around the world 
are globally approachable and 
available for legal advice for their 
day-to-day business operations 
and/or specialized legal services.”
 Buchanan said the PCRI 
represents three years of work 
responding to many client requests to 
become part of Primerus. 
 “This concept is unique to Primerus. 
No one else is offering this to clients,” 
Buchanan said. “There are a number 
of things clients need and law firms are 
not providing them. We recognized the 
disconnect in the market and we decided 
to see if Primerus, which is not a law firm, 
could fill that gap. That is why we created 
the PCRI, and we are excited to see where 
it leads us in the future.”
 

If you wish to be considered for 
membership in the institute, please call 
or email Chad Sluss at 616.454.9939 or 
csluss@primerus.com with the following 
information – name, phone, company 
name, email and title. Upon submission 
of an application, membership must be 
approved by the Primerus Client Resource 
Institute Executive Committee. 
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Giving Stock to Key Employees: 
Good Idea or Bad Idea? 
As a small business grows, it is not 
unusual for a critical employee to ask the 
owner for stock in the company, or for an 
owner to believe that providing stock to a 
key employee is appropriate, and maybe 
even necessary, to keep the employee. 
For a restaurant that wants to keep a great 
chef, or any business that wants to retain 
an effective manager of operations, giving 
stock could look like an attractive way of 
retaining the employee while enhancing 
the employee’s motivation as an equity 
partner.
 However, business owners should 
understand that there are very significant 
legal duties owed to minority shareholders, 

and if relationships sour, it is not 
uncommon for minority holders to flex 
their legal muscles, alleging that majority 
owners have violated any number of their 
legal duties. That is why small business 
owners are well advised to consider 
other means of rewarding, retaining and 
motivating their top talent. 
 Majority owners have legal duties of 
loyalty, good faith and honesty in dealing 
with minority shareholders. These duties 
have been interpreted by the courts to 
impose a variety of obligations on majority 
owners. As a result, minority owners have 
certain rights that ordinary employees do 
not have when, for example, the majority 
owner sells the company, terminates 
the shareholder-employee, decides to 
go out of business, or takes monetary 
or other benefits (often called corporate 
opportunities) that are not offered to all 
stockholders. 
 The courts have imposed a number 
of disclosure obligations relating to 
certain business events and decisions. 
For example, most states require that 
owners provide shareholder-employees 
with certain types of business information, 
including periodic financial information, 
in connection with their stock ownership.
 It should be noted that experienced 
legal counsel can help devise creative 
ways to retain and motivate key employees 
without endangering the business, or 
unduly restricting the owner’s discretion 
to operate the business as he or she deems 
appropriate. 
 Owners might retain employees 
through the carefully crafted use of 
incentives such as:

• Pay increases or bonuses tied to 
the employee’s or the company’s 
performance;

• Life insurance or health insurance 
benefits;

• Vehicle, entertainment or other 
expense allowance; auto insurance and 
travel expense reimbursements; 

• Deferred compensation plans; and

• Other solutions fitted to the needs and 
means of the business owner.

 In some cases, key employees will 
even value low-cost or no-cost solutions 
that give them more public notoriety or 
credit, such as touting the name of the 
employee on websites, printed materials 
and signage.
 No doubt, there are certain business 
owners who do feel they have no choice 
but to give stock to key employees. 
(Unfortunately, some of my clients who 
have done so later said they should have 
listened to me.) These are some of the 
things we recommend if stock is given to 
an employee:

1. Be sure that if the employee is 
terminated, the company can buy 
back the stock, usually at a formula 
pre-determined in a stockholder’s 
agreement. (I advise using book value 
or some other formula as opposed to 
fair market value.)

2. Give the company the right to buy 
back the stock at a lower price from 
any employee/stockholder who is 
terminated for cause.

3. Restrict the employee-stockholder’s 
right to transfer the stock without the 
consent of the majority of stockholders. 
This may become especially important 
if the employee gets divorced.

Nor th  Amer i ca  –  Un i t ed  S ta tes

James L. Rudolph is the managing partner of 

Rudolph Friedmann LLP and chairman of the 

board of directors of the Associated Builders 

and Contractors of Massachusetts. He advises 

businesses on partnership and corporate law 

issues, as well as in matters involving real estate, 

construction and employment law. 

Rudolph Friedmann LLP
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617.227.0313 Fax 

rflawyers.com
jrudolph@rflawyers.com
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4. Keep a majority (51 percent) interest in 
the company. There is a big difference 
between owning 49 percent, 50 percent 
and 51 percent of the stock.

5. If the company has a policy of 
reimbursing the owner for certain 

expenses, have the employee 
acknowledge and agree to these 
expenses continuing to be paid.

6. Have the shareholder’s agreement 
specifically waive any fiduciary duties 
that the shareholders may have by law 
to each other.

In any event, an owner must seek reliable 
counsel to craft the right solutions for the 
situation, and to provide confidentiality 
and non-compete restrictions where 
necessary and appropriate.
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Proactive Defense Litigation: 
Tactics to Employ for Early Resolution
The approach to civil litigation by the 
defense industry as a whole is cyclical; 
however, it has and always will remain 
a results-oriented practice. With the 
infusion of litigation monitoring software 
over the past decade, the claims climate 
has changed. The three primary factors 
that corporations consider when faced 
with ligitation are as follows:

1. End result; 

2. Costs incurred;

3. Timeliness of the process.

 With the above factors in mind, the 
general counsel looks for the seasoned 
defense attorney to quickly implement 
several practical strategies to quickly 
achieve the best results. This article 
outlines some initial tactics and methods 
that can be utilized by in-house or 
outside counsel.
 Many litigators and trial attorneys 
have been trained over the past 30 years 
to “bunker down” in battle and to win at 
all costs in defending clients in lengthy 
litigation proceedings. Sometimes that 
approach is necessary and effective, 
depending upon the type of case involved 
and the parties’ appetite for a trial. 
However, with routine cases, corporations 
do not want their lawyers to win a battle 
but to “lose the war” when it comes to 
excessive defense costs and protracted 
litigation. The “bunker down” approach to 
litigation is usually disfavored. 
 Immediate and proactive strategic 
planning must be implemented upon 
the initial review of the claim. The end 
result of concluding litigation at a low 
reasonable cost is not likely when the 
litigation approach is reactive as opposed 
to proactive. 

Identifying Personal Issues
Upon an initial assignment, the initial 
steps are vital. Early identification of 
personal issues pertaining to the plaintiff 
can provide the roadmap for the initial 
litigation strategy. One of the best initial 
tools is often Google or other search 
engines. The following issues should 
be explored during the initial pleading 
stage, especially before the plaintiff’s 
attorney starts advising his or her client 

to remove or privatize information as 
party depositions become scheduled.

A. Family Life and Background: 
Discover whether there are resident 
relatives of plaintiff, where do her 
children or spouse (possibly former 
spouse) reside, are in-laws involved 
with plaintiff on a day to day basis?

B. Employment: Find out where, and 
for whom, does plaintiff work, who 
are the prior employers, what are the 
patterns in terms of departures from 
employment.

C. Co-Workers and Supervisors: 
Identify any co-workers, supervisors, 
or prior supervisors.

D. Social Media: Research all public 
postings by plaintiff, family members 
and employers. Social media posts 
often contain photos of plaintiff 
before and after an incident.

E. Criminal Searches: Conduct 
criminal background searches 
immediately through government 
sponsored sites so that information is 
obtained before any depositions are 
conducted.

F. Medical Providers: If plaintiff’s 
attorney has forwarded medical 
records on a pre-litigation basis to the 
insurance carrier, conduct general 
searches on the treating physicians 
and surgeons. 

Sample Case Study
The following is a sample fact pattern for 
consideration:

Plaintiff is a 68-year-old widow who 
resides in Bronx County, New York, 
in an apartment with her son, her 

Nor th  Amer i ca  –  Un i t ed  S ta tes
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daughter-in-law and her two-year-
old grandson. She is claiming neck, 
back, right shoulder and right knee 
injuries as a result of a light impact, 
hit-in-the-rear motor vehicle accident 
between defendant’s box truck and 
plaintiff’s Toyota Camry. She was 
treated and released the same day 
from the ER and missed an initial 
three months from work as a cashier 
at the local supermarket. She missed 
another three months from work 
after arthroscopic knee surgery was 
performed to repair an allegedly torn 
medial meniscus. The surgery was 
performed by Dr. X, a ubiquitous 
presence in litigation circles.

 Upon assignment, the defendant must 
quickly identify proximate cause as his 
or her primary defense to damages. An 
agreed upon plan must be established.   
It is agreed that a thorough informal 
search upon plaintiff and her family is  
in order and the following information    
is obtained:

A. Plaintiff’s son and daughter-in-law 
are working young parents and they 
have a two-year-old son residing in 
the same apartment with plaintiff. 
The daughter-in-law commutes 
to Manhattan from the Bronx as a 
marketing executive with a major 
broadcasting company. The son is a 
local carpenter.

B. Plaintiff works for a local 
supermarket chain that has a 
company Facebook page and 
several blurbs/photos regarding the 
employees of the month and their 
company gatherings.

C. The long-time manager of the 
supermarket is easily identified 
during a Google search regarding the 
supermarket.

D. Plaintiff is not active on any social 
media platforms; however, a quick 
search on plaintiff’s son reveals 
that he is very active on Facebook 
and posts photographs almost daily. 
Several photos of the plaintiff are 
seen during the initial brief search.

E. Dr. X, the orthopedic surgeon who 
performed ambulatory surgery on 
the plaintiff 11 months following the 
accident, was the subject of a fraud 
investigation several years prior to 
the accident.

 What should the defendant attorney 
do with said information? A strategy 
conference call should be held. An 
under-utilized tool by defense attorneys 
is a simple one, i.e, a non-party 
deposition. Authority to conduct non-
party depositions of family members and 
co-workers should be explored before 
party depositions and expert discovery 
proceedings even begin. In most state 
court jurisdictions, a party may serve the 
state equivalent of Rule 74 deposition 
subpoena/notice once issue is joined in 
the case.

Non-Party Depositions
The above sample fact pattern highlights 
some easily identifiable sources of 
future impeachment evidence. The 
traditional litigation chronology is to 
serve an Answer to the Complaint, along 
with discovery demands and a notice 
to depose plaintiff. The depositions 
and discovery process in general are 
often delayed for months or years. The 
quick non-party deposition approach to 
the above fact patterns is effective on   
many levels. 
 Non-party depositions of the 
plaintiff’s family members and supervisor 
in the above fact scenario may yield 
surprising results. The mere service of 
the subpoena and notice directly upon 
the son and daughter-in-law may rattle 
the family and spur more reasonable 
negotiations due to inconvenience on the 
plaintiff’s part. If plaintiff is undeterred 
by the non-party deposition subpoena, 
the depositions themselves may have a 
chilling effect on their claim. In reality, 
the daughter-in-law in the above case, 
which was based on a real fact pattern, 
did not want to be dragged into her 
mother-in-law’s personal injury claim. It 
was evident that their relationship was a 
bit strained anyway. When the daughter- 
in-law was asked about whether she 
knew of the plaintiff’s prior neck injury 

claim, the daughter-in-law was angered 
and expressed displeasure regarding her 
involvement in the case and a heated 
conference was held outside of the 
deposition among plaintiff’s attorney 
and all of the family members. The 
deposition of the son regarding his child 
and whether the plaintiff was a loving 
grandmother/caretaker yielded answers 
regarding how active and wonderful the 
plaintiff was regarding the everyday life 
of the two-year-old grandson. The overall 
result of the depositions of the family 
members was that (a) the family did not 
want their lives disrupted based upon 
this light impact claim, and (b) that a 
picture was painted of the plaintiff as an 
active 68-year-old grandmother who was 
fully involved in the grandson’s life, often 
as a babysitter and playmate (and not as 
a disabled, immobile sufferer). 
 After an Offer of Judgment was 
served immediately following the non-
party depositions, the case settled before 
party depositions were conducted and 
before experts were retained. A Rule 
68 offer can be made at any time after 
the plaintiff’s lawsuit is filed, so long as 
it is filed at least fourteen days before 
trial. Fed. R. Civ. P. 68(a). The above 
case settled at a figure under the reserve 
amount initially set by the carrier based 
upon the unfavorable liability scenario 
and the surgery to the knee.
 By an overwhelming margin, most 
civil cases are resolved prior to trial. 
Early litigation tactics, such as early 
background searches and non-party 
depositions, can provide several pieces 
of evidence to help defendants “win the 
settlement.” Defense attorneys often wait 
for the court to mandate mediation after 
all of the party and expert depositions 
are conducted rather than trying to 
win the case in the initial pleadings or 
discovery stages. Controlling the timing 
of discovery and non-party discovery 
leads to obtaining maximum leverage in 
the litigation process and the best, most 
cost effective results for the client. A 
simple approach is often the best.
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Guidelines for Successful Puerto Rico 
Asset Purchases in Bankruptcy
Section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code 
provides for the sale of property of a 
Chapter 11 debtor in bankruptcy. Through 
this process, parts of a business or an 
entire enterprise may be sold. Innovative 
practices have made such sales more 
valuable to the reorganization of business 
enterprises because bankruptcy courts 
have, in recent years, become much 
more receptive to traditional acquisition 
techniques. These techniques, including 
auctions, customary acquisition 
agreements, use of financial advisers     
and payment of break-up fees, have    

made investing through the bankruptcy 
sale process more efficient. 
 In addition, bankruptcy courts 
can assure purchasers, under the 
proper circumstances, that assets 
may be purchased free and clear of 
encumbrances and that successor 
liability may be minimized, thereby 
adding value to the assets being sold 
by the debtor. Thus, these sales create 
significant strategic and financial 
opportunities for investors.
 This article is intended to familiarize 
readers generally with the landscape of 
an otherwise fairly complicated process 
involving the sale of assets of a debtor in 
bankruptcy. It also highlights some of the 
more important and easily misunderstood 
issues faced by potential purchasers of 
such assets.

Bidding Procedures
There is no set formula that must be 
adhered to in connection with the sale 
of a debtor’s major assets. In general, 
however, bankruptcy courts will require 
some sort of open bidding procedure, 
often in the form of an auction, before 
approving the sale of significant assets 
of a debtor. The purpose of this process 
is to ensure that the debtor’s estate, and 
thus its creditors, realize the greatest 
return from the sale of the assets. 
 Bidding procedures may involve 
a number of items, including setting 
the auction date, specifying the assets 
to be sold, establishing a break-up 

fee and the initial overbid and bidding 
increments (that is, the amounts by which 
subsequent bids must exceed prior bids). 
Any proposed bidding procedures must 
ultimately be approved by the court, 
after notice to interested parties and an 
opportunity for parties with a pecuniary 
interest (i.e., creditors) to be heard.

The Stalking Horse Bidder
Investors may first learn of an opportunity 
to purchase assets in a bankruptcy sale 
process from a third party exploring 
the marketplace in an attempt to gauge 
interest. Generally, the first to bid is 
known as the stalking horse bidder, and 
while there may be an initial reticence in 
bidding against yourself, there are some 
distinct advantages to being the stalking 
horse bidder.
 If you, as the prospective stalking 
horse bidder, make an acceptable offer 
for the debtor’s assets, you and the debtor 
will likely enter into a letter of intent, 
or possibly go directly to definitive 
documentation by way of an asset 
purchase agreement. It is important to 
remember that it is generally not possible 
to lock up the purchase prior to obtaining 
approval of the sale from the bankruptcy 
court. Usually, third parties will have 
the opportunity to come to court on the 
day the sale is scheduled for approval 
and offer a higher purchase price. This 
is more likely to succeed if the new offer 
is on the same terms as the initial offer. 
This notwithstanding, after the parties 
have agreed to the terms of the deal, but 
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before a firm offer is made, the purchaser 
has the most leverage in imposing its 
terms on the debtor. For example, the 
stalking horse bidder can condition its 
bid on court approval of certain bidding 
procedures. If the proposed procedures 
are not approved, the purchaser will 
generally reserve the right to withdraw 
the bid without penalty.

The Bidding Process
In negotiating the initial offer, the goal 
of the prospective purchaser obviously 
is to acquire the desired assets at the 
best price. Generally, you can expect 
that the debtor will establish a “data 
room” for interested bidders to conduct 
due diligence. If you are going to enter 
the bidding process and conduct due 
diligence, expect to be asked to sign a 
confidentiality agreement. Any offer to 
purchase the debtor’s assets will require 
court approval, will be subject to higher 
and better offers and will immediately 
become public knowledge. In part, these 
requirements are designed to ensure 
that only sales that are negotiated 
at arm’s length, in good faith and 
without collusion are approved by the 
bankruptcy court.

The Sale Date
From the perspective of the stalking 
horse bidder, the earlier the auction 
the better. An earlier auction provides 
less time for other prospective bidders 
to formulate their bids and may make 
it more likely that additional bidders 
will fail to satisfy the requirements set 
forth in the bid procedures. There may, 
however, be a less subjective reason for 
holding the sale as soon as possible. If 
the debtor’s assets are declining in value, 
the sooner the sale the more value the 
assets will bring. In many instances, 
however, local rules of practice will 
impose parameters with regard to how 
much and to whom notice must be 

given. In contrast to the stalking horse 
bidder, who wants to move the process 
along as quickly as possible to frustrate 
potential competitors, creditors will want 
to stimulate the bidding in the hope of 
receiving one or more higher bids. From 
the creditors’ perspectives, the longer 
the process, the greater the likelihood 
of obtaining the best possible price for 
the assets. This is particularly true if the 
assets are not declining in value.
 A word here about the provisions of 
the asset purchase agreement pertaining 
to representations and warranties: the 
purchaser will want some recourse if 
something should go wrong after the 
sale closes. The purchaser will generally 
understand that the debtor may not be 
able to respond to a breach of contract 
claim. However, if the estate will have 
substantial assets after the sale, the 
purchaser would not want to limit his 
or her claim for potential breaches of 
representations and warranties. The 
principal concern of the purchaser 
should be to obtain full disclosure of 
all information about the assets he or 
she is buying through representations 
and warranties, and some assurance 
that the debtor’s operational controls 
are maintained so that the assets do 
not lose value through the bidding and 
pre-closing period. Thus, the purchaser 
will want, at the very least, to ensure 
that the accuracy of the representations 
and warranties be a condition precedent 
to closing and may want a hold back of 
a portion of its purchase price to cover 
post-closing adjustments and breaches  
of representations and warranties.
 The debtor and the creditors will want 
to avoid making any representations, 
warranties or indemnities that could 
create a risk of additional claims that 
will dilute the sale proceeds available 
for distribution to creditors. The argument 
most often used by the debtor and 
the creditors to avoid making such 

representations and warranties is that 
the purchaser can rely on the sale 
order issued by the bankruptcy court 
for comfort. If drafted properly, the sale 
order will offer greater protection than 
any representation or warranty – for 
example, a sale order will vest title in the 
purchaser free and clear of all liens and 
encumbrances, and can cut off successor 
liability. Generally, the only way to 
obtain representations and warranties in 
the asset purchase agreement is to create 
an economic incentive by offering to pay 
for the representations and warranties.

The Auction
The auction process may take many 
forms. Usually, there will be a deadline 
set by the court for interested parties to 
announce their intention to submit bids 
that exceed the initial bidder’s offer by 
the requisite overbid amount. If no such 
notice of a competing bid is received 
by the bid deadline, no auction will be 
held and the parties will go forward with 
the proposed sale agreement. If one or 
more such notices are received by the 
deadline, however, some type of formal 
auction will generally be held, usually 
at the office of the debtor’s attorney or in 
open court.
 The debtor and the creditors will 
generally look for the most cash, with a 
minimum of risk; however, the creditors’ 
may advocate a more risky deal if they 
are “out of the money,” that is, if there 
is no value in the assets being sold over 
and above that which is owed to secured, 
administrative and priority claimants. 
A higher, riskier bid may provide the 
creditors a chance at some recovery from 
the case which would not be available 
with the less risky deal.
 As highlighted above, purchases of 
distressed assets in bankruptcy can be 
advantageous and viable to investors that 
are versed in the applicable Bankruptcy 
Code provisions. 
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Providing Equity Compensation to Employees
Many business owners wrestle with 
the dilemma of how to provide equity 
compensation to employees on a tax 
efficient basis which is attractive to both 
the employer and the employee. These 
issues and decisions differ depending 
on the structure of the business, whether 
corporate or partnership. Below are 
considerations and the impact of each 
when providing equity compensation to 
employees.

Corporate Equity Compensation 
First consider whether the employer 
wants the employee to pay for the stock. 

If the answer is yes, an option to acquire 
employer stock is the appropriate choice. 
Options allow employees to benefit from 
the increase in value of the stock because 
employees can wait until the underlying 
stock appreciates to exercise the option. 
An option can be tailored by the employer 
to be exercisable immediately, or in 
installments based upon future events, 
such as continued employment or 
attainment of performance criteria.
 If granting options is the correct 
decision for the employer, next consider 
whether the employer wants a federal 
income tax deduction for the “spread” 
between the option exercise price and the 
fair market value of the shares subject 
to the option at the time the option is 
exercised. If the employer expects a 
deduction, the employee will recognize 
income in the amount of the employer’s 
deduction.
 If the employer expects a federal 
income tax deduction, the option granted 
will be a non-qualified stock option 
(NQSO). With NQSO, the employee 
recognizes income at the time the option is 
exercised in the amount of the spread, and 
the employer is entitled to a corresponding 
deduction. NQSOs should be granted 
at an exercise price equal to the fair 
market value of the stock on the date of 
grant in order to avoid potential deferred 
compensation issues. The fair market 
value of the stock on the date of grant can 
be determined using minority interest 
and lack of marketability discounts, if 
appropriate.
 If the employer desires to forego the 
deduction associated with a NQSO, the 
employer can grant an incentive stock 
option (ISO). When the employee exercises 

an ISO, the employee does not recognize 
income in the amount of the difference 
between the exercise price and the fair 
market value on the date of exercise. 
ISOs are subject to statutory requirements 
under the Internal Revenue Code, and 
have certain rules and restrictions. An 
ISO must be granted pursuant to a written 
plan approved by the stockholders of the 
employer within 12 months after the plan 
is adopted, must be granted within 10 
years of the date the plan is adopted and 
cannot be exercisable after the expiration 
of 10 years from the date of grant. The 
exercise price must not be less than the 
fair market value at the time the ISO is 
granted, and ISOs may not be granted  
to any individual who owns more than  
10 percent of the stock of the employer.
 If the employer is willing to provide 
equity without requiring any payment from 
the employee, the equity is essentially a 
substitute for a cash bonus. Stock can then 
be awarded to the employee. The award 
can vest immediately or over time and may 
be subject to restrictions on exercisability.
 If the stock vests immediately, the 
employee will be taxed on the fair market 
value of the stock at the time it vests, 
and the employer will obtain a federal 
income tax deduction in the same amount. 
Fair market value can be determined by 
taking into account minority interest and 
lack of marketability discounts. If the 
stock vests over time, based, for instance, 
on continued employment as of specific 
future dates or on the achievement of 
performance criteria by the employee,    
the employee will be taxed on the fair 
market value of the stock at the time it 
vests and the employer will be entitled     
to deductions in equivalent amounts at 
such times.
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 When stock awards vest over time, 
an employee must decide whether a 
Section 83(b) election should be made. 
If the stock vests over time based upon 
certain events and restrictions, the stock is 
subject to forfeiture if these events do not 
occur. Because the employee recognizes 
income when these restrictions lapse, 
the employee will, absent a Section 83(b) 
election, recognize income at such times 
and in the amount of the fair market value 
of the stock at the time it vests. To mitigate 
against this potential increase in taxable 
income, the Internal Revenue Code 
permits the employee to make an election 
under Section 83(b) to recognize income 
immediately based upon the fair market 
value of the stock on the award date rather 
than on the future vest date. 

Partnership Equity 
Compensation
Unlike corporate employers, partnership 
and LLC employers generally do not 
grant options because options do not 
work efficiently with profits interests. 
Additionally, incentive stock options are 
unavailable to partnerships. Therefore, 
an employer must determine whether the 
employee will be granted a capital interest 
or a profits interest in the partnership.
 A capital interest is an interest that 
would give the employee a share of 
the proceeds if the partnership’s assets 
were sold at fair market value and the 
proceeds were distributed in a liquidation 
of the partnership. This determination 
is generally made at the time the capital 
interest is awarded to the employee. 

 A profits interest is any interest other 
than a capital interest. Said a different 
way, a profits interest entitles the holder to 
a share of partnership income and future 
appreciation in value of the partnership’s 
assets, but no share of current proceeds 
if assets were sold at fair market value on 
the date the interest was awarded and the 
partnership was liquidated. 
 The grant of a capital interest is treated 
as compensatory to the recipient in an 
amount equal to the fair market value of 
the capital interest at the time the interest 
vests. If the interest vests immediately, 
the recipient will recognize compensation 
income immediately. If the interest vests 
over time, the recipient will recognize 
income as the interest vests, at the current 
fair market value of the interest each time 
it vests, absent a Section 83(b) election. 
Assuming a capital interest is granted, fair 
market value for purposes of determining 
the income recognized by employee and 
the deduction to which the employer 
partnership is entitled becomes an issue. 
In determining fair market value, two 
choices are available:

1. using valuation discounts for lack of 
marketability and minority interests, or 

2. by making a “safe-harbor election” 
to have all compensatory partnership 
interests valued using a liquidation 
value approach in which the value of 
the interest is the amount the recipient 
would receive on the date the interest 
is awarded if the partnership’s assets 
were sold at fair market value and 
the proceeds were distributed in a 
complete liquidation of the partnership.

 For a profits interest which either 
vests immediately, or vests over time 
and for which a Section 83(b) election is 
made, the liquidation value safe-harbor 
election would result in a zero value of 
the interest for tax purposes which would 
be beneficial for the recipient because 
the recipient would recognize no income. 
Where a profits interest subject to vesting 
is awarded and no Section 83(b) election 
is made, the treatment to the employee 
is problematic. Unless the partnership is 
revalued under the liquidation approach at 
each time the interest vests, it is arguable 
that the profits interest could transform 
into a capital interest over time and result 
in the recognition of income to employee 
in future years as vesting occurs. 
 If a capital interest is awarded, the 
safe-harbor election to use the liquidation 
method should not be made so that 
minority interest and lack of marketability 
discounts can be used in determining 
fair market value. If a profits interest is 
awarded, the liquidation value safe-harbor 
election should always be made, and if 
the interest does not vest immediately, the 
employee should always make a Section 
83(b) election. 
 The considerations in determining 
in what form to grant employee equity 
incentives and the tax consequences are 
complicated. Always consult counsel    
and tax professionals before providing 
equity incentives. 
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Sex and Gender: Helping Employers Know the Law

Sex. Gender. Gender identity. Gender 
expression. Is there a difference, or is 
it all just sex? The short answer to both 
questions is yes.
 Yes, there is a difference between 
sex and gender. Sex is determined, or 
assigned, at birth (e.g., male or female). 
Gender, on the other hand, refers to an 
individual’s sense of self. Frequently, 
individuals also describe their gender as 
male or female. Whether they do or not, 
employers should understand at a basic 
level that an employee’s gender might not 
be the same as their birth sex. Gender 

and sex align for many individuals 
(gender conforming individuals), but for 
others, sex and gender may be different 
(gender non-conforming individuals). 
 And yes, sex includes gender 
and gender means sex for purposes 
of discrimination, harassment and 
retaliation in the California workplace. 
The relevant law is the Fair Employment 
and Housing Act (FEHA). FEHA makes 
it an unlawful employment practice to 
discriminate, harass or retaliate against 
employees based on a protected class. 
Sex, gender, gender identity – and 
gender expression are protected classes 
under FEHA, and each is defined. 
Under that law, what is important is that 
harassment, discrimination and retaliation 
based on sex or gender is illegal; its 
characterization as gender-based or 
sex-based harassment, discrimination or 
retaliation is less important. 
 Other laws, like FEHA, may similarly 
include gender as part of sex. Therefore, 
employers, whether operating in 
California or elsewhere, should be aware 
that sex and gender are different, and 
further, that sex and gender might be the 
same under applicable law. 
 The gender identity and gender 
expression definitions under FEHA 
are useful for developing a basic 
understanding of gender. Under FEHA, 
gender identity means “a person’s 
identification as male, female, a gender 
different from the person’s sex at birth 
or transgender.” Gender expression 
means “a person’s gender-related 

appearance and behavior whether or 
not stereotypically associated with the 
person’s assigned sex at birth.” In other 
words, not only may an employee’s 
gender be different than the employee’s 
sex, but an employee’s gender expression 
may also be different from the employee’s 
gender identity. For example, an 
employee whose birth sex is male and 
identifies as female has a female gender 
identity. That employee might present at 
work as female or as male, but how that 
employee presents, or expresses herself, 
at work (as male or as female) does not 
affect the employee’s gender identity     
as female.
 Since gender is subsumed within sex, 
the distinction among gender, gender 
identity and gender expression may 
mean little in the California harassment, 
discrimination and retaliation context 
because whether the unlawful conduct is 
sex-based or gender-based, it would all 
be unlawful harassment, discrimination 
and/or retaliation based on sex. The 
opposite is not true. Discrimination 
based on sex may or may not also 
constitute discrimination based on 
gender (or gender identity or gender 
expression). Sex is not defined to 
mean anything under FEHA. Rather, 
it is defined to include things. Besides 
including gender, gender identity and 
gender expression, sex also includes 
pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding 
and medical conditions relating to those 
conditions. This further demonstrates 
that the legal meaning of sex under 
FEHA is very broad and does not 
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coincide with everyday understandings 
of what sex means. 
 FEHA may not be unique in 
its treatment of sex. For example, 
federal antidiscrimination law (Title 
VII) prohibits discrimination based 
on sex, but does not explicitly forbid 
employment discrimination based on 
gender identity. Sex discrimination, on 
the other hand, is explicitly prohibited. 
The federal enforcement agency for Title 
VII, the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC), interprets Title 
VII’s ban on sex-based employment 
discrimination to include gender identity 
discrimination.
 Legal definitions of sex and gender 
may be imprecise, but employers should 
be mindful to differentiate between sex 
and gender. If employment documents 
are similarly imprecise, they might not 
get the information they are seeking. 
Think of a transgender applicant or 
employee, for example. FEHA defines 
transgender to mean “a person whose 
gender identity differs from the person’s 
sex at birth.” An employee whose 
birth sex is female and identifies as 
male would be a transgender employee 
under the FEHA definition because the 
employee’s gender identity (male) is 
different from the employee’s birth sex 
(female). This person would probably 
mark male if asked his gender and 
female if asked his sex. (As you may 
have also noticed, the pronouns used 
to refer to transgender individuals 
frequently coincide with the person’s 
gender instead of the person’s sex. 
Continuing to use pronouns that 

correspond to a transgender employee’s 
sex rather than the employee’s gender 
may be unlawful and could constitute 
harassment). Whether or not the 
employee in the example would self-
identify as transgender or be considered 
a transgender employee under other 
applicable law, a gender non-conforming 
employee’s responses to the questions 
will likely still vary depending upon 
whether the questions ask for the 
employee’s sex or gender.
 Understanding the difference 
between sex and gender is also important 
so that employers can take reasonable 
steps to prevent and remedy illegal 
discrimination and harassment in the 
workplace. Under FEHA, taking all 
reasonable steps includes having a 
written harassment, discrimination and 
retaliation prevention policy that lists 
the protected classes – including sex, 
gender, gender identity and gender 
expression. Employers and employees 
need to know the differences so that they 
will know how to avoid unlawful conduct 
and how the company harassment and 
discrimination policy will be enforced. 
Training is one option. California 
employers with 50 or more employees are 
required to provide sexual harassment 
training to their supervisory employees 
every two years, or within six months 
of an employee assuming a supervisory 
position. Employers with fewer than 
50 employees, and non-California 
employers, may still consider training as 
a reasonable step to prevent and remedy 
illegal harassment and discrimination in 
the workplace.

 Employers should consider stand-
alone workplace gender policies that 
answer common questions concerning 
gender non-conforming employees, 
and that provide guidance concerning 
the procedures to change names on 
employment records, the pronouns to 
use to refer to employees, the use of 
restrooms, employee privacy, dress codes 
and health benefits. Workplace transition 
plans can also guide employers when 
employees transition from one gender to 
another while employed by the company. 
Employers might not currently have any 
gender non-conforming employees, or, 
maybe they do. After all, gender identity, 
different from gender expression, may 
not be apparent. In either case, gender 
policies are useful not only to the 
employer and gender non-conforming 
employee(s), but also, to coworkers in 
understanding workplace expectations 
with respect to their gender non-
conforming colleagues. 
 Remember, sex is not that simple. 
While gender- and sex-based harassment, 
discrimination and retaliation might 
both simply be unlawful harassment, 
discrimination and retaliation based on 
sex under applicable law, employers 
should also understand that there is 
difference between sex and gender, 
and that an employee’s gender may be 
different from the employee’s birth sex, 
whether or not that employee identifies as 
transgender or is considered a transgender 
employee under applicable law. 
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A Double Edged Sword: 
The Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016
Intellectual property has gained incredible 
traction over the years. When we think 
about intellectual property, we generally 
think copyright, trademark and patents. 
 Trade secrets may also fall within 
the realm of intellectual property, and 
generally encompass “any confidential 
business information which provides an 
enterprise a competitive edge.”1 It may 
include manufacturing, industrial or 
commercial secrets.2 Generally, a trade 
secret includes information that is not 
generally known to others and that would 
not be readily ascertainable by proper 

means.3 Thus, a trade secret consists of 
knowledge that is created by a person or 
persons, of economic value, for which the 
creators have an interest to protect.4 
 Trade secret protections vary widely 
from state to state. Thus, the Uniform 
Trade Secrets Act (UTSA) was developed 
and first published by the Uniform Law 
Commission (ULC) in 1979 as a means 
of creating a uniform framework for trade 
secret protections. Since its introduction, 
48 states have adopted the UTSA.5 The 
UTSA, along with common law, the 
Restatement of Torts, the Restatement of 
Unfair Competition and the Lanham Act, 
largely govern trade secret protections.6 
With the recent enactment of The Defend 
Trade Secrets Act of 2016 (DTSA), 
intellectual property protections have 
now broadened in scope. The DTSA 
amends the previously enacted Economic 
Espionage Act, and provides for a new 
federal cause of action for trade secret 
misappropriation. 
 Pursuant to the DTSA, a trade 
secret owner may bring a civil action 
related to a product or service used in, 
or intended to be used in, interstate or 
foreign commerce.7 A claim under the 
DTSA must be brought within three 
years after the date the misappropriation 
is discovered or should have been 
discovered by the exercise of reasonable 
diligence. Among other things, the  
DTSA allows for:

• Civil seizure of property upon a 
proper showing when necessary 
to prevent the propagation or 
dissemination of a trade secret.

• Immunity from liability for the 
disclosure of a trade secret when 
made to the government for the 
purpose of reporting or investigating 
a suspected violation of the law 
and anti-retaliation whistleblower 
protections for reporting employees. 
Important to note, under the DTSA, 
employees include individuals 
working as contractors or consultants.

• Remedies in the form of an injunction 
or an award of damages, including 
damages for actual loss; unjust 
enrichment, not included in the 
actual loss; or in some cases, in 
lieu of damages, the imposition of 
liability for a reasonable royalty for 
the unauthorized use or disclosure 
of the trade secret. Where the 
misappropriation of the trade secret 
is willful or malicious, exemplary 
damages are available up to two 
times the amount of damages as well 
as reasonable attorney fees to the 
prevailing party.

• Remedies against organizations that 
knowingly convert trade secret with 
intent, including a fine of the greater 
of $5 million or three times the 
value of the stolen trade secret to the 
organization including the research 
and design expenses and other costs.

 The DTSA does not preempt state 
law, and as such, trade secret owners can 
choose state and/or federal protection of 
their trade secrets.
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Pros and Cons of the DTSA
Here are five specific significant 
provisions of the DTSA: 

1. The DTSA allows a Federal court 
to issue an order to provide for 
seizure of property necessary to 
preserve evidence or to prevent the 
propagation or dissemination of 
the trade secret. Such an order is 
only to be issued in “extraordinary” 
circumstances. It must be based on 
an ex parte application sworn by 
an affidavit or verified complaint.
An ex parte applicant must show 
that a temporary restraining order 
would be inadequate, immediate 
and irreparable harm would occur 
without the order, likelihood of 
success on the merits of the case, 
can describe the items to be seized 
with reasonable particularity, and 
must show absent the order the items 
would be destroyed, moved, hidden 
or otherwise made inaccessible. Any 
items seized shall be taken into the 
possession of the court.

  As the DTSA is newly enacted 
there has yet to be judicial 
interpretation of extraordinary 
circumstances. However, as the 
seizure order can be entered ex 
parte, your client will not even have 
a chance for redress until the seizure 
has already occurred. Moreover, 
as the items are to be taken into 
the possession of the court, such a 
seizure could be challenged as a 
governmental taking, which requires 
the payment of compensation. 

2. Disclosures of trade secrets are 
immune from the act if they are 
disclosed in confidence to a federal, 
state, or local government official, 
or to an attorney, for the purpose of 
reporting or investigating a suspected 
violation of the law, or in a complaint 
or other document filed under seal in 
a judicial proceeding.

  While this is common sense that 
a court or attorney would need to 
know the specifics of a trade secret 
before accessing the viability of 
a claim or entering an order, the 
requirement to file documents in 
judicial proceedings under seal also 
undercuts the public’s right to access 
court documents. Moreover, it may 
be difficult for a court to issue an 
opinion providing sufficient guidance 
for other parties if the specific facts of 
the claim cannot be published. 

3. There is also a related whistleblower 
exception. An individual can disclose 
the trade secret to an attorney and file 
with the court if filed under seal in a 
retaliatory firing suit for reporting a 
suspected violation of law. 

4. Possession of trade secret information 
is not actionable if it is obtained 
through lawful means. A party can 
obtain trade secret material if it is 
done through reverse engineering, 
independent derivation, or any    
other lawful means of acquisition.
Thus, the DTSA does not add any 
additional protections to the scope   
of trade secrets, it merely provides  
an additional tool to enforce trade 
secret rights. 

5. Because there is no specific 
enumerated constitutional right to 
trade secret protection, the DTSA 
was enacted under the commerce 
clause. Thus, the trade secret at issue 
must be used or intended to be used 
in interstate or foreign commerce. A 
particular note should be made that 
the use in commerce must be related 
to the trade secret itself, not the 
intended disclosure. 

Recommendations for 
Navigating the DTSA
We can offer several recommendations 
regarding how employers can position 
themselves to handle DTSA. 

• Employers should have a system 
in place to verify the source of an 

employee’s ideas. This will help with 
establishing trade secret ownership 
rights to bring a cause of action.

• Implement measures to keep track 
of the value of your trade secret, 
including research and design 
expenses and other costs so that it 
will be easier to demonstrate damages 
in the event of misappropriation.

• Be diligent in monitoring trade 
secrets as the statute of limitations 
to bring a claim of misappropriation 
is three years from when 
misappropriation is discovered or 
should have been discovered by the 
exercise of reasonable diligence.

• Establish a reporting policy for 
employees who suspect a violation of 
the law. In order for an employer to 
obtain exemplary damages or attorney 
fees against an employee who has 
misappropriated trade secrets, the 
DTSA requires that the employer 
give proper notice of the immunity 
provision of the DTSA and provide 
a proper reporting policy for a 
suspected violation of the law.

 As you can see the DTSA will broadly 
affect companies’ intellectual property 
rights and obligations. Hopefully, this 
article will give you an understanding of 
the impact of the DTSA on companies, 
as innovators, manufacturers and 
employers. 

1 See www.wipo.int/sme/en/ip_business/trade_secrets/
trade_secrets.htm.

2 Id.

3 See www.uniformlaws.org/ActSummary.
aspx?title=Trade%20Secrets%20Act.

4 Id.

5 See www.uniformlaws.org/LegislativeFactSheet.
aspx?title=Trade%20Secrets%20Act.

6 See Elizabeth A. Rowe & Sharon K. Sandeen, Cases and 
Materials on Trade Secret Law 39 (2012).

7 The Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016, 18 USCS 1832, 
et seq.
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Landlords and Cannabis Clients: 
How to Handle Commercial Leases 
with Green Tenants
On October 27, 1970, President Richard 
Nixon signed the Controlled Substances 
Act into law.1 The act restricted access to 
various drugs through rankings based on 
the drug’s potential for abuse, accepted 
medical use and dependence potential. 
The worst offenders were assigned to 
Schedule 1 – high potential for abuse, 
no currently accepted medical use and 
no accepted safe use under medical 
supervision. 
 Marijuana was and remains a 
Schedule 1 drug.2 

The Rise of “Legal” Cannabis 
Over 25 years later, California passed 
the Compassionate Use Act to allow the 
use of medical marijuana.3 Twenty-four 

other states and the District of Columbia 
have since legalized marijuana for 
medical or recreational use. Despite state 
level legalization, it remains illegal at a 
federal level for landlords to knowingly 
lease or manage space for manufacturing 
or distributing marijuana. Landlords 
violating the Controlled Substances      
Act face criminal penalties including a 
20-year imprisonment, a fine of $2 million 
and forfeiture of the landlord’s real estate.4

 On October 19, 2009, Deputy 
Attorney General David W. Ogden of 
the United States Department of Justice 
released a memorandum addressing 
federal prosecution in states permitting 
medical marijuana (the “Ogden Memo”).5 
The Ogden Memo encouraged selective 
marijuana prosecution under the 
Controlled Substances Act, stating:

[t]he prosecution of significant 
traffickers of illegal drugs, including 
marijuana, and the disruption of illegal 
drug manufacturing and trafficking 
networks continues to be a core 
priority in the Department’s efforts 
against narcotics and dangerous drugs, 
and the Department’s investigative 
and prosecutorial resources should 
be directed towards these objectives. 
As a general matter, pursuit of these 
priorities should not focus federal 
resources in your States on individuals 
whose actions are in clear and 
unambiguous compliance with existing 
state laws providing for the medical  
use of marijuana.

 The Ogden Memo reassured landlords 
that although marijuana remained illegal 
at the federal level, the Department of 
Justice was unlikely to prosecute those 
complying with state medical marijuana 
laws. The Ogden Memo did not, however, 
legalize marijuana nor represent an 
official policy of the Department of 
Justice – it merely encouraged selective 
enforcement. The Department of Justice 
remained empowered to prosecute 
landlords leasing space to marijuana 
dispensaries, as shown in Marin Alliance 
for Med. Marijuana v. Holder.6 
 In Marin Alliance, landlords were 
leasing space to marijuana dispensaries 
operating in compliance with state 
marijuana law. The U.S. Attorney’s 
Office demanded the landlords take 
steps to discontinue their tenants’ sale 
of marijuana, threatening criminal 
prosecution, fines, imprisonment and 
forfeiture of the landlord’s real estate. 
The landlords sought to enjoin the U.S. 
Attorney’s Office from prosecuting based 
on several theories of law, citing the 
Ogden Memo. The Marin Alliance court 
found for the U.S. Attorney’s Office and 
reaffirmed that marijuana remained illegal 
at the federal level despite state law to the 
contrary and that the Ogden Memo did not 
legalize marijuana, was not a statement of 
official policy, and was mere guidance for 
the Department of Justice. 
 Even though the Department of Justice 
can still prosecute landlords leasing to 
state sanctioned marijuana dispensaries, 
landlords remain eager to access the 
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now estimated $7.1 billion United 
States “legal” marijuana market.7 The 
conflicting relationship between state and 
federal law, state regulations and unusual 
working conditions of green tenants make 
obtaining a lawyer all that more critical 
when creating commercial marijuana 
leases. Lawyers may be reluctant to take 
on these cases, however, due to ethical 
concerns. 

A Lawyer’s Quandary 
Rule 1.2(d) of the Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct states:

[a] lawyer shall not counsel a client to 
engage, or assist a client, in conduct 
that the lawyer knows is criminal 
or fraudulent, but a lawyer may 
discuss the legal consequences of 
any proposed course of conduct with 
a client and may counsel or assist a 
client to make a good faith effort to 
determine the validity, scope, meaning 
or application of the law.8

 Is it a breach of ethics if a lawyer 
advises or assists a landlord in knowingly 
leasing space to a marijuana dispensary 
operating illegally under federal law but 
legally under state law? Different ethics 
committees have concluded differently. 
The New Jersey Advisory Committee on 
Professional Ethics narrowly concluded 
that lawyers may represent clients 
whose businesses involve growing 
marijuana pursuant to the New Jersey 
Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana 
Act, stating that public policy encourages 
lawyers to provide legal services to 
businesses navigating complex regulatory 
framework.9 
 The Professional Ethics Committee 
of the Connecticut Bar Association, 
however, found that although Connecticut 
may permit medical marijuana use, such 
behavior remains a federal crime and 
the rules of professional conduct do not 
distinguish between which crimes are 
enforced. As such, the Professional Ethics 
Committee concluded lawyers may only 
advise clients of the requirements of the 
Connecticut Palliative Use of Marijuana 

Act and are prohibited from conduct 
violating federal law, which includes 
representing marijuana clients before 
state licensing committees.10

 Many states have addressed the 
lawyer’s dilemma through amending 
existing state rules of professional 
conduct. In Colorado, the state supreme 
court amended the Colorado Rules 
of Professional Conduct to explicitly 
allow lawyers to counsel clients on state 
marijuana laws as well as assist clients in 
conduct the lawyer reasonably believes 
is permitted under the state and local 
marijuana laws.11

 Conflicting ethical guidelines, opinions 
and laws prohibit a simple answer for 
whether lawyers can help landlords lease 
to green commercial tenants. Lawyers 
must conduct a case-by-case analysis, 
review their state rules of professional 
conduct, and search for relevant ethics 
opinions. Assuming the lawyer may 
assist the landlord, a green commercial 
lease should address several important 
considerations.

Protecting the Landlord 
The Department of Justice can still 
prosecute the landlord under the Controlled 
Substances Act for leasing to state-
sanctioned marijuana dispensaries, even 
though the Department has mostly refrained 
from prosecuting landlords and tenants 
complying with state marijuana laws. 
 As such, the green lease must include 
generous landlord termination provisions. 
The scope of permissible use should be 
narrowly drawn with no cure period for 
defaults to ensure strict compliance with 
applicable state marijuana laws. This 
helps avoid federal scrutiny and provides 
easy termination for noncompliance. The 
ideal green lease also provides non-
curable defaults for federal intervention, 
changes in federal enforcement policy, 
forfeiture threats, and federal enforcement 
actions. This gives the landlord a better 
negotiating position with the Department 
of Justice should the need arise. 

 Current federal marijuana law makes 
strict compliance with all applicable 
federal law impossible for green 
tenants. The lease should address this 
by including provisions requiring strict 
compliance with all state law and relevant 
federal law to the fullest extent possible. 
Special indemnification provisions 
should also be included for landlord’s 
losses relating to the tenant’s business 
including a taking of the landlord’s 
property, criminal prosecution, and 
damage as a result of break-ins, robberies 
and burglaries. Marijuana dispensaries 
are largely cash businesses, which can 
attract unscrupulous attention. Finally, the 
lease should provide no tenant allowance, 
require that the tenant install all tenant 
improvements, and require that the tenant 
remove any improvements at the tenant’s 
sole expense upon landlord’s request at 
the lease’s expiration. This helps distance 
the landlord from the green tenant’s 
business activities. 
 Despite the risks, commercial 
marijuana leases can be a lucrative 
endeavor. Landlords and attorneys must 
ensure they are sufficiently protected, 
however, before adventuring into the new, 
green economy.

1 Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. §§ 801-971 
(2012).

2 Id. § 812(c)(10), (d)(1) (2012).

3 Compassionate Use Act of 1996, Cal. Health & Safety 
Code § 11362.5 (Deering 2016).

4 21 U.S.C. §§ 848(a), 853(a), and 856(a) (2012).

5 David W. Ogden, Memorandum for Selected United 
States Attorneys on Investigations and Prosecutions 
in States Authorizing the Medical Use of Marijuana, 
UNITED STATES DEPT. OF JUSTICE (Oct. 19, 2009), 
www.justice.gov/opa/blog/memorandum-selected-united-
state-attorneys-investigations-and-prosecutions-states 
(last visited June 20, 2016).

6 Marin Alliance for Med. Marijuana v. Holder, 866 F. 
Supp. 2d 1142, 1152 (N.D. Cal. 2011).

7 Katie Sola, Legal U.S. Marijuana Market Will 
Grow To $7.1 Billion in 2016: Report, FORBES 
MAGAZINE (Apr. 19, 2016), www.forbes.com/sites/
katiesola/2016/04/19/legal-u-s-marijuana-market-will-
grow-to-7-1-billion-in-2016-report/#4b1241bf568d (last 
visited June 20, 2016).

8 MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.2(d) (Am. 
Bar Ass’n 2016).

9 N.J. Advisory Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Proposed 
Amendment To Rule Of Professional Responsibility To 
Counsel And Assist Clients With Regard to New Jersey 
Medical Marijuana Laws (May 19, 2016), www.judiciary.
state.nj.us/notices/2016/n160519a.pdf (last visited June 
20, 2016).

10 Conn. Bar Ass’n. Prof’l Ethics Comm., Informal Op. 
2013-02 (2013).

11 Colo. Rules of Prof’l Conduct r.1.2 (Colorado Supreme 
Court 2014).
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MSP Private Causes of Action: 
Law Firms and Lawyers Beware
The recent decision of Humana Health 
Ins. Co. v. Paris Bank, LLP, —F.Supp. 
3d—, 2016 WL 274597 (E.D. Va. 2016) 
has confirmed that law firms and lawyers 
alike are subject to private causes of 
action under the Medicare Secondary 
Payer Act (MSP) according to the Eastern 
District of Virginia. The underlying facts 
of the case show how plaintiff’s attorneys 
and their firms can find themselves as 
defendants to a MSP private cause of 
action.
 On October 11, 2013, an enrollee 
under Humana Insurance Company’s 
(Humana) Medicare Advantage program 

was involved in a motor vehicle accident. 
Humana paid out a total of $191,612.09 
in conditional payments for medical 
expenses related to the motor vehicle 
accident. The enrollee retained the 
services of the law firm of Paris Bank, LLP, 
and ultimately, Paris Bank, LLP, secured 
a total of $475,600 in payments from 
various insurers to resolve the personal 
injury claim. One or more of the settlement 
checks were issued to both Humana and 
the enrollee’s law firm jointly. Although 
the law firm requested one of the carriers 
to issue a new settlement check in the law 
firm’s name only, the carrier refused to do 
so. According to the facts recited by the 
court, the law firm deposited the subject 
check without Humana’s endorsement. The 
decision also notes that Humana alleged 
that settlement proceeds were subsequently 
disbursed to the enrollee by the defendant 
law firm.
 Subsequent to the settlement, Humana 
advised the enrollee that she owed 
$191,612.09 to reimburse the conditional 
payments made for the medical expenses. 
On behalf of the enrollee, a lawyer from 
Paris Bank, LLP, sought a waiver of 
this amount and, in support, provided 
correspondence that apparently contained 
confirmation from the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) that the 
Enrollee did not have any obligation under 
Medicare Part A or Part B.
 Humana ultimately denied the request 
for waiver of the amount and brought a 
private cause of action under 42 U.S.C. 

§1395y(b)(3)(a) against the enrollee’s 
lawyer and his law firm. The law firm and 
lawyer moved to dismiss arguing that no 
private cause of action existed under the 
MSP that such a cause of action would not 
be applicable to the lawyer and his law 
firm. The Federal Court in the Eastern 
District of Virginia denied the motion and 
stated clearly that an MSP private cause 
of action could be brought against the 
lawyer and his law firm.
 The Eastern District of Virginia in 
its ruling found persuasive the decision 
from the Third Circuit Court of Appeals 
In re: Avanida Marketing, Sales Practices 
and Products Liability Litigation, 685 
F.3d 343 (3d Cir. 2012). In that decision, 
the Third Circuit found that a private 
cause of action was created under 
42 U.S.C. §1395y(b)(3)(a) to recover 
secondary payer conditional payments. 
Depending on your viewpoint, this could 
be considered either an expansion or a 
confirmation of the scope of the MSP law 
first passed in 1980. As described by the 
Eastern District of Virginia Humana case, 
the enacted MSP law coordinated the 
payment of benefits between primary and 
secondary payers. Under this framework, 
worker’s compensation, liability and 
no fault insurance were primary payers 
and Medicare secondary. If Medicare 
made conditional payments, it could 
seek payments from primary payers. 
The Humana decision arguably lumps 
law firms into the group of “primary 
payers” who may be subject to a private 
MSP action to recover secondary payer 
conditional payments.
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 It should be noted that at the time of 
submitting this article, there had not been 
any additional rulings from the Eastern 
District of Virginia in the Humana case. 
The Humana decision procedurally 
involves a motion to dismiss, and it is not 
clear as to whether additional defenses 
may defeat the MSP action during the 

course of the litigation. Nevertheless, the 
Eastern District of Virginia has allowed 
the MSP private cause of action to 
continue against the lawyer and the law 
firm through its recent decision.
 There are obviously several 
important take-aways from the facts 
in Humana as reported in the Eastern 
District of Virginia opinion. First, 

the apparent cashing of settlement 
check(s) without the endorsement of the 
secondary conditional payment payer 
and subsequent disbursement invites 
a serious risk of adverse action by the 
conditional payment payer.
 Second, the subject inquiry to 
CMS by the defendant law firm was, at 
least as far as the secondary payer was 
concerned, not comprehensive enough. 
Apparently, the defendant law firm’s 
communications to determine the need 
for potential reimbursement were as to 
Medicare Parts A and B only and did not 
apparently address Part C under which 
the conditional payments were actually 
made. This apparent miscommunication 
highlights the importance of clear 
and comprehensive correspondence 
and documentation with regard to any 
communications with secondary payer 
organizations. The message is clear: 
MSP private causes of action are going 
to become more prevalent as secondary 
payers seek reimbursement of conditional 
medical payments. Moreover, these 
actions include a remedy of double 
damages as provided by 42 U.S.C. 
§1395y(b)(3)(A).
 As for defendants engaged in personal 
injury litigation in which a MSP issue 
may arise, an initial reaction may be to 
insist on indemnification by the plaintiff’s 
attorney and/or law firm in order to 
protect against MSP actions subsequent 
to settlement. However, the overwhelming 
majority of state ethics opinions hold 
that requiring a plaintiff’s attorney to 
personally indemnify a defendant through 
a settlement agreement is unethical. See, 
for reference, ABA Model Rules 1.8(e), 
1.7(a) and 8.4(a). Readers are encouraged 
to consult their own jurisdictions’ opinions 
on this ethical issue. In summary, 
the Humana decision appears to be a 
precursor to additional opinions on the 
issue of MSP private causes of action 
against law firms and lawyers in addition 
to “traditional” primary payers. 
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Overcoming Statistical Overload:  
Establishing the First Steps of a 
Cybersecurity Program 
In the cybersecurity realm, businesses are 
frequently confronted with a confusing 
array of seemingly solid (and sometimes 
contradictory) statistics. For example, the 
Identity Theft Resource Center (ITRC) Data 
Breach report states that there were 780 
publicized data breaches in 2015. On the 
other hand, the 2016 Verizon Data Breach 
Investigations Report considers a worldwide 
2015 data set of 100,000 data “incidents,” 
of which 3,141 were “confirmed data 
breaches” with the majority of the breaches 
occurring in the U.S. 
 An IBM/Ponemon Institute report (based 
on 383 companies in 12 countries) states 

that the average global cost of each lost 
or stolen record was $158 and that data 
breaches cost the most in the U.S. ($221). 
Various reports and surveys also state 
that 71 percent of respondents’ networks 
were breached in 2014; 52 percent of 
respondents believed a “successful attack” 
was likely in 2015; that 74 percent of 
Chief Information Security Officers are 
concerned about employees stealing 
sensitive company information; and that 
only 38 percent of global organizations 
claim they are prepared to handle a 
sophisticated cyberattack.
 Which of these statistics are 
trustworthy? Even more fundamentally, 
are any statistics reliable in the rapidly 
changing cybersecurity space? And, if no 
statistics are absolutely reliable, does this 
mean that businesses are justified in not 
acting to prevent cybersecurity incidents 
until there is more solid and consistent 
evidence?
 Despite the sometimes contradictory 
nature of statistics, it would be a mistake 
to ignore cybersecurity. There are, of 
course, statistics to support that view as 
well! A study conducted by ISACA – a 
leading security organization – showed 
that 82 percent of security professionals 
stated that their boards of directors were 
very concerned about cybersecurity. But 
notwithstanding these concerns (which 
are echoed in numerous surveys regarding 
cybersecurity awareness), there is also said 
to be a gap between general awareness 
of the problem and implementation of 
solutions, particularly on the part of small 

to medium size businesses (SMBs), who 
frequently are concerned about the cost 
of such implementation. Cisco reported in 
2015 that a smaller percentage (29 percent) 
of SMBs were using standard patching and 
configuration tools for preventing security 
breaches than had done so in the prior 
year (39 percent) – a troubling statistic 
given the increase in cybersecurity attacks. 
Moreover, the Cisco report also found that 
SMBs often do not have an executive in 
place that is responsible for security and 
that “nearly one-quarter do not believe 
their businesses are high-value targets for 
online criminals.”
 Although SMBs may not see themselves 
as targets, as Cisco states, they “may 
not realize that their own vulnerability 
translates to risks for larger enterprise 
customers and their networks.” Indeed, 
SMBs may be the weakest link in 
protecting proprietary information of their 
clients, as exemplified by the fact that the 
massive Target breach was supposedly 
effected through an HVAC contractor.
 A consistent message in the myriad 
of surveys and reports cited above is that 
cybersecurity threats continue to grow 
not only in number but in extent. Any 
business that has data of its own, stores or 
processes the data of others, or provides 
an access point to the data of a third 
party, is a potential target for hacking and 
potential extortion. The reasons for this are 
clear. As the 2016 Verizon Data Breach 
Investigations Report indicates, 89 percent 
of phishing attacks are perpetrated by 
organized crime syndicates (often located 
abroad), who have the time, motivation 
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and patience to exploit any vulnerability 
that may lead to financial gain. Moreover, 
the targets of these perpetrators are the 
highly fallible humans who are prompted 
to open e-mails or respond to the supposed 
instruction of an executive to wire money 
to an overseas bank account. A recent 
Experian/Ponemon Institute survey found 
that 66 percent of respondents believed 
that employees are the weakest link in 
creating strong security and that 55 percent 
suffered a security incident due to a 
malicious or negligent employee.
 Perfect cybersecurity should not be 
the enemy of good security based on 
incremental (and frequently relatively 
inexpensive) steps. Rather than being 
seen as exotic (or as the purview solely 
of the largest enterprises), cybersecurity 
protection for businesses should be as 
fundamental as protecting against fire, 
water or wind for the simple reason 
that data in the wrong hands can be as 
destructive as any of these elements. 
 Understanding that perfect security 
is unachievable, even for the largest 
enterprises, what basic steps should a 
business take? 

• As a good first step, a business should 
analyze the nature of the specific risks 
it confronts. If it has not already done 
so, it should conduct an inventory of 
key data assets and analyze existing 
restrictions placed on access to such 
data by its personnel. 

• A business should put in place basic 
written procedures and policies 
regarding use of computer systems and 

data. Although these policies need not 
be elaborate, they must realistically 
reflect the risk environment in which 
the business operates. Key policies and 
procedures may include: controlling 
access to computer systems, password 
controls, procedures for updating 
software, implementing protections 
against internal threats and monitoring 
access to sensitive or valuable 
information.

• A business should conduct 
cybersecurity and privacy awareness 
for all personnel, including executives. 
All employees should be made aware 
of the potential attacks, including 
ransomware, phishing attacks, and 
attempts to steal key data or extort or 
wrongfully transfer money, and also 
of the ways that such attacks may be 
prevented. 

• An enterprise should purchase cyber 
insurance coverage appropriate for the 
risks it faces. Because cybersecurity 
insurance is a relatively new product 
and policy terms vary, a business 
should consult with a trusted advisor, 
such as an attorney or insurance broker, 
as to what coverage is best for it. 

• Finally, all businesses should put in 
place technical protective measures 
to help guard against its own specific 
risks, such as storing credit card, 
health or personal data. In addition to 
traditional tools, such as firewalls and 
anti-virus software, businesses should 
consider implementing encryption, 
filtering e-mails for phishing and 
extortion threats, and implementing 
measures to guard against ransomware. 

 Involving counsel in many of these 
activities is advisable. Lawyers are well 
equipped to help analyze cybersecurity 
problems in the context of the myriad 
of applicable laws, regulations and best 
practices. Although many businesses will 
likely find it necessary to consult technical 
personnel, including a company’s own 
IT department or outside consultants, 
trusted legal counsel can help ensure that 
the technical advice provided by such 
personnel is presented to executives in 
a manner that will maximize its impact. 
Involving lawyers also helps ensure that 
executives will see cybersecurity not as a 
technical issue best left to IT, but as a part 
of an overall risk management strategy. 
 Involving lawyers in cybersecurity 
matters also provides attorney-client 
privilege protection for sensitive issues, 
such as the location and protection of 
personal and proprietary data, gaps in 
security and privacy protection, and the 
vulnerability to outside attacks, as well as 
communications with outside consultants. 
Because of the complex array of global 
regulatory and legal requirements, 
counsel should be engaged if a business 
must remediate a data breach, respond 
to a regulatory inquiry, or transfer data 
internationally.
 Although, as Mark Twain stated, 
“There are three kind of lies: lies, 
damned lies, and statistics,” enterprises 
of all size should not let the wide array of 
cybersecurity statistics prevent them from 
taking the necessary and often relatively 
inexpensive first steps needed to protect 
against data incidents and breaches.
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Divorce and How It May Impact Your Business
Family law touches on many aspects 
of other law practices including tax, 
employee benefits, corporations, 
partnerships, bankruptcy, trusts and 
estates and even animal law. Family 
lawyers frequently divide assets including 
retirement assets, intellectual property, 
lottery or gambling winnings, real 
estate, employee benefits, annuities, 
life insurance, brokerage accounts, 
professional practices and even licenses 

depending on the laws of your state. Given 
the percentage of marriages which end 
in divorce, let this article be a warning 
to everyone to consider how a potential 
divorce could impact your business. 

Divorce and Personal Injury Law 
You should be aware of your state’s laws 
with regards to whether proceeds from 
lawsuits and/or workman’s compensation 
are marital property or sole property. 
 The first question to consider is: when 
did the injury occur? Did it occur prior to 
the marriage, during the marriage or after 
the divorce was initiated? In some states, 
whether any proceeds from a lawsuit are 
marital or sole property depends on the 
accrual date. Other states look at the 
distribution date of the lawsuit. 
 Next, what kinds of money damages 
do the lawsuit proceeds include? For 
example, pain and suffering awards 
are typically individual. On the other 
hand, loss of consortium, physical 
damage to property and lost wages or 
workmen’s compensation would normally 
be considered community property or 
part of the marital estate. However, 
each state is different and you must be 
aware of your state’s laws in this regard. 
Some states consider the entire award 
as joint property, but then may award an 
unequal distribution in light of the facts 
and circumstances of the personal injury 
case. As the attorney, failure to specify 
the allocation of the types of money 
damages may cause the entire award to 
be subject to equitable distribution in a 
divorce. Additionally, in some states, if 

the funds are commingled, they will not be 
considered separate property. Each state 
has different laws regarding commingling, 
tracing assets, and separate or community 
property so it is essential to either become 
competent in these considerations or 
consult a lawyer that is well versed in 
family law.

Divorce and Business Law 
Family-owned businesses contribute 
nearly 70 percent of the world’s gross 
domestic product. Family businesses 
represent the majority of all businesses 
and employ nearly half of the nation’s 
workforce. Family businesses necessarily 
involve family relationships which can 
be affected by divorce. When a business 
is co-owned by a married couple, divorce 
normally involves an exit from both the 
relationship and the business by one 
party or it may cause the closing of the 
business entirely. Even if the divorce is 
not between owners of the company, but 
rather an owner of the company and his 
or her spouse, the business will likely be 
affected. The distraction and the physical, 
psychological and emotional strain in 
proceeding through a divorce may cause 
the business to decline. The business 
may suffer simply because of the financial 
and practical burdens of submitting to a 
comprehensive business evaluation. Full 
and complete production of evidence 
may be a time-consuming and expensive 
endeavor. It is crucial that interference 
is minimized in order to safeguard the 
stability of the business.
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 From the inception of a business, the 
parties thereto should be contemplating 
a potential divorce. Divorce planning for 
businesses is essential. Initial formation 
documents such as shareholder operating 
or partnership agreements may contain 
restrictions and/or waivers that protect the 
business in the event of a divorce. Parties 
can contract regarding whether business 
assets stay in the business in the event 
of a divorce via a right of repurchase. 
Shareholder agreements can provide that 
business assets stay within the family. 
Trust documents can be used to give 
family members a stake in the family 
business without surrendering control. 
 The allocation of control and 
ownership rights in the event of a 
divorce can also be drafted so as to 

protect the corporation itself. It is 
necessary for lawyers to be aware of 
divorce laws and business laws as a 
court must apply equitable principles in 
a divorce and these considerations may 
render imbalanced agreements void. 
Additionally, minority shareholders under 
business law can apply to the court for 
protections and controlling shareholders 
may owe fiduciary duties to minority 
shareholders. The results for a business 
which failed to plan in case of a divorce 
could be disastrous. The business could 
experience a decline and if there are 
insufficient assets, it could be bankrupted 
or may need to be sold. Moreover, divorce 
attorneys and business attorneys must 
recognize that liquidated businesses may 
have significantly less immediate value 
than the potential income continuing cash 

flow. The risks and rewards of delayed 
gratification through a longer-term payout 
must be considered. 
 For a pre-existing business, prenuptial 
agreements for owners entering into 
marriage are essential. Prenuptial 
agreements should be drafted to protect 
the business, any increases in value, 
and any changes in form. The client may 
consider obtaining a life insurance policy, 
in a similar value to the business, with 
his spouse as beneficiary and owner to 
assuage any fears that his or her spouse 
would not be provided for in the case of  
an untimely death. 
 Given the high divorce rate in the 
United States, a significant number of 
people will divorce every year and the 
implications can be widespread. 
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In-House Social Media Policy 
and Ethical Concerns: 
A Litigation Primer
In-house counsel – like outside litigation 
counsel – need to comply with their 
jurisdiction’s own ethics rules. However, as 
they relate to social media communications, 
how to comply with them in the litigation 
context is not always self-evident. Much 
has been written on social media policy and 
ethics as it relates to litigators, but there is 
far less when it comes to in-house counsel’s 
ethical obligations in the litigation context.
 The first question in-house counsel needs 
to ask is whether his or her company utilizes 
social media in any way and, if so, does the 
company have an effective corporate social 
media policy and/or handbook. An entity’s 

corporate policy, however, is appropriately 
informed by whether the company utilizes 
social media through company-sanctioned 
social media platforms, as well as whether it 
permit its employees to use their own social 
media accounts to promote the company’s 
agenda or to engage in business-related 
communications.

Risks of Having No Corporate 
Social Media Policy
If a company formally or informally 
condones the use of communications by 
its employees over social media to further 
company objectives, three initial concerns 
are implicated. First, a company may be 

found by a court to be required to preserve 
social media communications of its “non-
party” employees in litigation. A court’s 
finding of such a duty and the concomitant 
failure to issue a “litigation hold” to preserve 
same, could have disastrous implications 
in a litigation such as fact preclusion, the 
issuance of a negative inference at trial or 
significant monetary sanctions. Second, 
government regulators, for instance, in the 
securities and food and drug areas, may 
hold the company responsible for employee 
social media communications that violate 
law. Third, a formal social media policy, 
for instance, would assist a company in 
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addressing a lawsuit commenced against 
the employee, as well as the company, for 
defamation over social media; in prosecuting 
or defending a trade secret or tortious 
interference litigation; or in dealing with 
a breach of contract action. The above 
concerns highlight the need for even a small 
company to have a social media policy, 
especially if the company is concerned with 
litigation or simply may need to monitor 
employee social media communications for 
employment and human resources purposes.

Litigation Concerns 
In-house counsel need to assume that 
competitors of his or her company will be 
monitoring all of its social media, as well 
as the social media of its employees, to the 
extent same is “public.” Such review is even 
more problematic for in-house counsel where 
a company may soon be in or actually is in 
litigation. Counsel need to be aware that 
software exists which can “mine” such social 
media communications and posts, which 
information then can be used affirmatively 
or defensively, allowing in-house counsel 
to appropriate proper legal advice to the 
company. In-house counsel thus need to be 
vigilant when educating management and 
employees about communicating over social 
media. When appropriate, in-house counsel 
should consider some type of internal 
monitoring or hiring an outside professional 
to perform such monitoring. In-house counsel 
also should be aware that, while there is 
some debate among legal ethicists, currently 
there is no ethical prohibition to advising an 
employee to consider increasing the security 
setting on his or her social media account. 
The touchstone in the event of the prospect 
of litigation is to ensure that social media 
communications are appropriately preserved, 
and the precise form in which they should 
be preserved needs to be addressed with 
litigation counsel.

Investigations
In-house counsel, before they consult with 
outside litigation counsel, naturally like 
to conduct some of their own investigation 
of a problem in order to get a feel for the 
issues. That generally includes doing 
some investigatory research of relevant 
social media posts. However, the ethical 
rules prohibiting litigation counsel from 

engaging in deception when performing an 
investigation applies equally to in-house 
counsel. In-house counsel, of course, may 
view the “public” portion of a person’s 
social media profile or that person’s “public” 
posts, even if such person is represented by 
counsel, subject to the potential following 
exception. Because certain social media 
networks may send an automatic message to 
the person whose account is being viewed 
which identifies the person viewing the 
account, as well as other information about 
such person, such communication could 
be construed as improperly communicating 
with a party in litigation if represented. 
Obviously, in-house counsel may not contact 
a represented person in an attempt to seek 
to review the “restricted” portion of that 
person’s social media profile unless an 
express authorization has been furnished 
by the person’s counsel. It also goes without 
saying, as it relates to viewing a person’s 
social media account, in-house counsel shall 
not order or direct his or her agent to engage 
in conduct which he or she is not ethically 
permitted to do.
 In-house counsel, however, may request 
permission to view the “restricted” portion 
of an unrepresented person’s social media 
website or profile. However, depending on 
the state, for instance, in-house counsel in so 
doing may be ethically required to disclose 
her full name and profile, occupation as an 
attorney, the company in-house works for, 
and the purpose for making or engaging 
in such communication. In-house counsel 
may not create a false profile in order to 
mask her identity. Lastly, if the person who 
has been communicated with, in order 
to perhaps better understand who he or 
she is responding to, requests additional 
information from in-house counsel in 
response to such request which sought 
permission to view the person’s social media 
profile, in-house counsel must accurately 
provide the information requested by the 
person or withdraw her request for access.
 In an investigation, in-house counsel 
may review the contents of the “restricted” 
portion of the social media profile or 
“restricted” posts of a represented person 
that was provided to counsel by, perhaps, a 
fellow employee. However, depending on the 
jurisdiction, that only may be permissible 
as long as in-house counsel did not cause or 

assist the employee to: (i) inappropriately 
obtain “private” information from the 
represented employee; (ii) invite the 
represented person to take action without 
the advice of his or her lawyer; or (iii) 
otherwise overreach with respect to the 
represented employee.

Reviewing Perspective 
Employee’s and Hired Employee’s 
Social Media Posts
In-house counsel and human resource 
executives often want to review a 
prospective employee’s “public” social 
media posts before the person is hired. 
However, it should come as no surprise 
that if the employee is ultimately not 
hired, depending on the posts reviewed, 
such review could provide discovery 
material in a discrimination lawsuit. As 
such, in-house counsel needs to provide 
careful guidance to human resource 
professionals if such reviews are to be 
undertaken, and consideration must be 
given as to documenting what social media, 
in fact, was actually reviewed. Further, 
with respect to prospective and current 
employees, requesting their social media 
passwords or usernames in order to examine 
their “private” posts is fraught will peril. 
In-house counsel need to first speak with 
outside counsel in each state where the 
company operates to determine whether 
there is legislation proscribing such 
requests made to perspective or current 
employees. In addition to the numerous 
states which have already passed legislation 
addressing what may be asked of such 
individuals, in 2016 alone, legislation has 
been introduced or is pending in at least 
14 states and it has been passed in Virginia 
addressing this specific issue. Also, as it  
relates to students, ranging from primary 
school to college age students, outside 
counsel need to be consulted as specific 
laws proscribing what can asked exist 
throughout the United States.
 What does all of this mean? In-house 
counsel must be vigilant in attempting 
to manage their company’s social media 
communication in our litigious world, but, 
in doing so, they need to be careful to 
ensure that lurking, but not oft appreciated, 
ethical rules are properly adhered to.
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Competitive Keyword Advertising: 
How Far Can You Go?
Google AdWords is an online advertising 
service. One of its features is sponsored 
links, advertisements triggered by 
keywords supplied by the advertiser. 
When a user conducts a Google search 
with a keyword, the search results display 
the sponsored link in addition to organic 
search results. 
 It is common for advertisers to use 
competitors’ trademarks as keywords 

in Google AdWords. This means the 
advertiser’s sponsored link ad will 
appear when someone searches for their 
competitor or their competitor’s products/
services. It makes sense from a marketing 
perspective to target competitors’ potential 
customers – after all, they are searching for 
a product/service that the advertiser offers. 
 In this article we compare the legality 
of competitive keyword advertising in 
Australia, the United States and Europe. 

Australia
Australian case law suggests that 
including a competitor’s trademarks as 
keywords does not constitute trademark 
infringement. 
 In Veda v Malouf the court held that 
Malouf’s use of the applicant’s trademark, 
“Veda,” in keywords was not trademark 
“use” (and hence trademark infringement) 
for the purposes of local trademark 
law for a number of reasons.1 First, the 
advertiser, in this case Malouf, simply 
selected keywords and provided them to 
Google. This is not “use” that indicates a 
connection between the services provided 
by Malouf and the services provided by 
Veda. Second, keywords involving the 
word “Veda” may be used by anyone 
under the Google AdWords program, 
including Malouf’s competitors. When 
a consumer searches using one of these 
keywords, sponsored links of Malouf’s 
competitors may appear. They may also 
appear in organic search results. Third, 
the keywords are invisible to consumers. 
Justice Katzmann stated “the proposition 
that using words which are invisible 
and inaudible, indeed imperceptible, to 
consumers is using them as a trademark 
makes no sense.” After all, keywords 

cannot be seen to distinguish the services 
of one trader from another when no one 
can see the keywords. 
 In Veda, the Court made a distinction 
between bidding on a competitor’s 
trademarks as keywords and displaying a 
competitor’s trademark in the text of the 
sponsored link advertisement. Whether 
this amounts to trademark infringement 
depends on the circumstances, and 
whether the use is considered to be 
descriptive (which is acceptable) or to be 
used as a badge of origin. 

Europe 
In Google France v Louis Vuitton Malletier 
SA the Court of Justice of the European 
Union (CJEU) stated that the test is 
whether the selection of trademarked 
keywords has an adverse effect on one of 
the functions of the trademark, such as 
the function of indicating the origin of the 
mark. This depends in particular on the 
manner in which that ad is presented.2 A 
function of the trademark will be adversely 
affected where the ad does not enable 
an average internet user, or enables that 
user only with difficulty, to ascertain 
whether the goods or services referred to 
therein originate from the proprietor of the 
trademark or an undertaking economically 
connected to it or, on the contrary originate 
from a third party.”3 In other words, there 
will be infringement where the average 
consumer may wrongly think that the 
goods advertised are from the trademark 
proprietor. 
 In Interflora v Marks & Spencer,4 both 
the plaintiff and defendant operated 
internet websites that took orders for the 
delivery of flowers. The plaintiff alleged 
that in using its trademark, “Interflora,” 
and associated terms, the defendant was 
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infringing Interflora’s trademarks. The 
CJEU reiterated its stance in Google 
France. When further considered by the 
High Court of Justice, Justice Arnold 
found that Marks & Spencer had infringed 
Interflora’s trademark. The court reasoned 
that the sponsored advertisements did not 
allow consumers to work out whether the 
services offered in those advertisements 
were from Interflora, a member of 
Interflora’s network, or from an unrelated 
third party, and hence the origin function 
of Interflora’s mark was adversely affected 
by the advertisements. This finding was 
influenced by how the Interflora trademark 
was used in business. Interflora used 
a network of independent florists. To a 
consumer who searched for Interflora, 
Marks & Spencer could have seemed part 
of the Interflora network.

United States 
When it comes to whether considering 
keyword advertising trademark 
infringement cases, U.S. courts have been 
divided over a number of issues.
 To be successful in a trademark 
infringement case, under the Lanham 
Act, 15 U.S.C. § 114, a party must 
prove: (1) the trademark is valid, (2) the 
accused infringer used the trademark in 
commerce in connection with the sale or 
advertising of goods or services (3) without 
permission and (4) the defendant’s use of 
the mark is likely to cause confusion.5 The 
accused infringer also must have used the 
trademark in commerce and in connection 

with the sale or advertising of goods or 
services. There was initially a divide 
among U.S. circuits as to whether using 
a competitor’s trademark as a keyword 
constituted “use in commerce.”6 This has 
been resolved in the affirmative. Another 
area where courts have been divided is the 
fourth element – that is, whether the use is 
likely to cause confusion. 
 Despite lack of consensus in the area, 
the trend in the U.S. is that defendants 
win keyword advertising cases.7 In fact, 
academic Eric Goldman has suggested that 
in the U.S. no trademark owner has won 
a competitive keyword advertising case 
since 2011.8 
 Courts in the Ninth Circuit have 
applied the Sleekcraft factors in order to 
determine whether a trademark use gives 
rise to a likelihood of confusion.9 
 In Network Automation, the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit considered whether the defendant’s 
use of the plaintiff’s trademark was 
likely to cause confusion.10 Network 
Automation used Advanced Systems 
Concept’s “ActiveBatch” trademark as a 
keyword in Google AdWords and other 
keyword search marketing programs. The 
court ruled that this did not constitute 
trademark infringement. It found that the 
likelihood of confusion was insufficient 
to support injunctive relief. In reaching 
its conclusion, the court considered 
the Sleekcraft factors a flexible manner, 
emphasising the importance of doing so, 
particularly in the context of internet 
commerce.11 

Conclusion 
Europe, the U.S. and Australia have 
different approaches to competitive 
keyword advertising, but with similar 
results. In the age of the internet and 
global advertising, an international legal 
perspective is their key word. 
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Enforcement of Questionable 
Foreign Judgments in Australia 
Recognition and enforcement of foreign 
judgments by domestic courts is well 
established in many countries and 
allows for judgment creditors to seek 
enforcement and recovery against 
overseas assets of judgment debtors.
 However to what extent should civil 
judgments made by courts in countries who 
rank poorly in terms of bribery, corruption 

and judicial independence be treated 
the same as the judgments of domestic 
courts in countries who rank highly on 
these measures without further inquiry or 
examination by the domestic court? 

Australia’s Statutory Regime 
It may surprise many attorneys that 
Australian courts are mandated to register 
and allow the enforcement of monetary 
judgments of foreign courts listed in the 
Foreign Judgments Regulations 1992 
(FJR) pursuant to the Foreign Judgments 
Act (FJA). Notably, countries whose 
courts are listed under the FJR and whose 
judgments are recognized under the 
stream-lined procedure include Malawi, 
Fiji, Papua New Guinea and Samoa.
 Some listed countries rank poorly 
by leading bodies in terms of judicial 
independence and corruption.1 
Although there are grounds to apply 
to an Australian Court to set aside the 
registration of a foreign judgment from 
a listed country’s courts on the basis of 
fraud and public policy, the existence of 
systemic corruption, without case-specific 
evidence of actual fraud or corrupt 
conduct, has been held to be insufficient 
to establish these grounds. This is the 
current and long standing state of the law. 
 While rating tables can only ever 
be a general guide and are open to 
criticism around research methodology 
etc, it has to be noted that the United 
States and Australia rate 86 percent and 
96 percent respectively for control of 
corruption by Transparency International, 
whereas Dominica, Malawi, Samoa, 
Fiji and Papua New Guinea are rated 
74 percent, 42 percent, 62 percent and 

19 percent, respectively. Regardless of 
whether a listed country ranks poorly for 
corruption or the state of its judiciary, 
Australian courts will prima facie accept 
registration of judgments made by listed 
courts. Peculiarly, countries such as the 
United States, China and Thailand are not 
included in the FJR list and judgments 
must be enforced under common law.
 For the purpose of demonstrating an 
application of the FJA to readers we have 
prepared a purely fictional case summary 
which has been drawn from a montage of 
circumstances in different cases known 
to the writer or in the writer’s direct case 
experience.

Case Scenario 
Imagine you have a client “Ben” who 
moves to a country which ranks low on 
the Transparency International index 
(Country A) to take up a contracting 
role with a locally based company. 
Ben through his contracting entity, 
leads the accounts department and is 
responsible for the company’s payroll, 
and also for procurement. After two 
years, the company discovers there 
are discrepancies in the accounts. 
The company decides to commence 
proceedings against Ben in the courts 
of Country A without any conclusive 
evidence that Ben was at fault, and with 
evidence that is unlikely to give rise to a 
successful judgment in Australia’s courts.
 The plaintiff company brings the 
proceedings in part at least to appease 
shareholders with substantial links to 
government and the police in Country 
A, who are under political pressure 
to be seen to be “clamping down” on 
foreign companies. In the early stages of 
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the litigation, Ben has credible threats 
made against his and his family’s life in 
relation to the proceedings. Although Ben 
maintains his innocence and intends to 
defend the litigation, he decides to leave 
Country A with his family. 
 Before the trial, the plaintiff in Country 
A applies to an Australian state court to 
freeze both Ben and his wife’s assets in that 
state of Australia under the rules of that 
state’s courts. As a result, Ben has limited 
funds to defend the action.
 Ben attempts to defend the action 
through lawyers in Country A who file a 
defense, but is not allowed to plead his 
substantial and off-setting counterclaim 
which would be allowed in an Australian 
court. In addition, as technology is limited 
and unreliable, Ben faces significant 
hurdles giving proper instructions and 
evidentiary material to his lawyers in 
Country A, as there is no mechanism in 
Country A’s laws to enable him to give 
evidence remotely, and he is unable 
to prove the threats on his life to the 
satisfaction of the Country A’s court. The 
end result is that Country A’s court issues 
final judgment against him without proper 
consideration of his defense. 
 The plaintiff company is now able to 
register this judgment in Australia and 
applies to the court in Australia for it 
to be registered under the FJA. As Ben 
cannot positively raise evidence of case-
specific fraud or establish a ground to set 
aside the judgment, the Australian court 
is required to register the judgment and 
enforce it against his assets.

Establishing Fraud and  
Public Policy 
Under the FJA, a party may seek to have 
the judgment set aside on the basis of, but 
not limited to, fraud and public policy.2 
However, establishing these grounds is 
difficult and rarely made out.3

 The case law indicates that Australian 
courts will not set aside registration of 
a foreign judgment from a list country’s 
Courts on the basis of public policy, 
merely because:

1. Australian courts would have decided 
the matter differently; 

2. there are prima facie allegations of 
systemic corruption or fraud but the 
evidence falls short of being directly 
related to that particular case or 
judgment; or

3. no equivalent action or law exists in 
Australia.

Jurisdiction of Foreign Courts 
Registration of a foreign judgment is 
not able to be set aside on the basis of 
lack of the foreign court’s jurisdiction in 
circumstances where a judgment debtor 
voluntarily submitted to the foreign courts 
jurisdiction by engaging in the proceedings 
(beyond contesting the jurisdiction), 
resided in the foreign country at the time 
the proceedings commenced or where the 
transaction relating to the proceedings 
occurred through or at an office or place of 
business that the judgment debtor had in 
the country of that court.

Basis for the Foreign   
Judgments Act 
The recognition of a foreign court’s 
judgments and inclusion in the FJR list 
is based on the notion of substantial 
reciprocity, which is the key principle 
underpinning the legal mechanisms for 
global trade. The fact that the judgment 
by one of Australia’s superior courts would 
also be recognized in a FJR listed country 
is the reciprocal benefit to Australia. 
 However, a significant and often 
unconsidered consequence of reciprocity, 
is that a country like Australia may not be 
getting a “fair trade” with countries who 
rate poorly on corruption indexes, whose 
governments do not or cannot adequately 
fund robust legal systems and the 
technology and infrastructure required to 
deliver substantive justice or procedural 
fairness or judicial consistency. 

Forum Shopping 
The current state of Australian law 
incentivises multinational corporations 
who perceive an advantage litigating in 
a foreign country against a party with 
Australian assets, to avoid what might be 
a higher degree of scrutiny or difficulty 
in the Australian courts, and then seek 
enforcement of those judgments in 
Australia against domestic assets. 

 From the outset of litigation, if not 
well before its commencement, plaintiffs 
and defendants require expert advice 
concerning both the court system in 
which the proceedings are commenced 
and the regime of the country in which 
the defendant has assets available for 
enforcement (in this article, Australia).  
The advice needs to address, among other 
issues, whether to submit to or oppose 
foreign jurisdiction, which defences to 
raise, when and in which jurisdiction to 
make any counterclaim as well as when 
and how to contest the registration of any 
judgment.

Recommendations for   
Law Reform 
Australia’s current foreign judgments 
enforcement regime is selective to 
Commonwealth countries and notably 
excludes Australia’s top trading partners 
China, United States, Thailand and 
Indonesia. If Australia expects to grow 
global trade, it will need to widen the 
number of countries whose judgments 
are recognized. Doing so should require 
strict assessment of whether those 
country’s courts offer minimum standards 
of procedural fairness and substantive 
justice as those concepts are understood, 
and protected, in Australian law. 
 Until substantial reform can be 
undertaken, the Australian government 
needs to update the regulations which list 
recognised Courts and judgments under    
the FJR.
 Australia is actively involved in, and 
a supporter of the “judgments project” 
and the Special Commission created by 
the Hague Conference on International 
Public Law which seeks to develop 
an international treaty for universal 
recognition of civil and commercial 
foreign judgments. If Australia ratifies 
the treaty, Australia’s laws will change 
significantly. 

1 www.transparency.org/country 
 www.globalintegrity.org
 reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-

report-2015-2016/ 

2 Foreign Judgments Act 1991 (Cth) s 7

3 Jenton Overseas Investment Pty Ltd v Townsing [2008] V
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Recognition and Enforcement 
of an International Judgment 
Obtaining a judgment can be a challenging 
experience, and enforcing that judgment in 
a different jurisdiction can be even more 
so. The goalposts are slowly changing, 
with the legal landscape gradually coming 
into line with the commercial reality of 
multi-jurisdictional transactions. 

EU – Simplified Enforcement
Enforcing a judgment between European 
Union (EU) member states is now a 

relatively straightforward process. Since 
January 2015, the Brussels Recast 
Regulation1 has regulated the recognition 
and enforcement of judgments in civil and 
commercial matters between member states. 
 The Brussels Recast Regulation has 
simplified the enforcement process, which 
is to be welcomed by practitioners across 
European borders. A judgment creditor is 
no longer required to seek a declaration 
of enforceability of a European judgment. 
It now means that a judgment can be 
enforced in another member state of the 
EU as if it had been delivered in that state 
itself. Certain exceptions to enforcement 
understandably apply, including a refusal 
of recognition on the basis that the 
judgment would be manifestly contrary to 
that state’s public policy.
 The Brussels Recast Regulation 
introduced a significant change which will 
be of particular interest to clients dealing 
in cross-border transactions. The EU now 
recognizes that the parties to a contract 
have the right to subject their commercial 
agreement to the exclusive jurisdiction of 
a particular EU member state. Previous 
legislation required one party of the 
agreement to be EU domiciled. This has 
now been abolished. It means that the 
European Courts are now an open forum 
for international contractual disputes. Two 
non-EU parties can elect that a dispute 
between them will be governed by a 
particular EU member state’s court. 
 In general terms, before seeking to 
recognize and enforce your judgment in 
another member state you should:

• Obtain an approved copy of the 
judgment;

• Prepare your standard certificate 
which is annexed to the Brussels 
Recast Regulation2; and

• Where necessary, obtain a translation 
of the judgment and the certificate.

 The exact procedural process for 
recognizing and enforcing an EU 
judgment will be specific to each member 
state. For example in Ireland, the Brussels 
Recast Regulation has been implemented 
in a practical sense by the Rules of 
the Superior Courts.3 It is therefore 
recommended that if your client instructs 
you to enforce a judgment in an EU 
jurisdiction, you contact your Primerus 
counterpart to ascertain exactly how that 
can be achieved. 

To the U.S. and Beyond 
The scope of this article does not permit 
me to go into detail on the various 
methods of enforcing non-EU judgments 
within the EU and so I will focus primarily 
on the newest cowboy in town – the 
Hague Convention on the Choice of Court 
Agreements4.
 Yes, you would be correct in thinking 
that this particular Hague Convention 
has been around for 11 years, but it only 
came into effect on October 1, 2015. 
Although signed by Mexico in 2007 and 
since then by the EU, the United States, 
Singapore and the Ukraine, it could only 
come into effect three months following 
the ratification by the second signatory. 
Therefore the ratification by the EU of the 
Convention in June 2015 paved the way for 
its enforceability in October of last year.
 The most recent ratification of the 
Convention came on June 2, 2016, by 
Singapore, which signed up to the Hague 
Convention in March 2015. 
 The Hague Convention provides for 
greater autonomy for contracting parties 
in terms of choosing a court to govern a 
dispute arising from their agreement. It 
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provides for a “choice of court clause” 
in business-to business agreements, 
something that is notably absent from 
common law methods of recognizing and 
enforcing a non-member state judgment. 
This will save time, effort and costs in 
disputing a jurisdictional issue before 
the substantial issue has even made an 
appearance in the court papers. 
 While a review of the application for 
recognition itself is permitted under the 
Convention, the enforcing contracting 
state is not entitled to review the merits 
of the judgment given by the court of 
origin. The enforcing state is bound by 
any findings of fact of the originating 
state. The Convention helpfully sets 
out a comprehensive list of documents 
required to be produced to the enforcing 
state as a prerequisite to the recognition 
application.5 The Convention applies 
to exclusive choice of court agreements 
entered into after the Convention came 
into force in the contracting state and only 
where proceedings were instituted after 
the Convention came into force.
 On a practical level, the recent 
ratification by Singapore will potentially 
make the country more attractive as 
an Asian jurisdictional hub for dispute 
resolution. It means that the courts of 
other contracting states will be obliged 
to recognize and enforce a Singapore 
judgment on that dispute. 
 Another practical relief for attorneys 
is that all documents delivered under the 
Convention are exempt from legalisation 
or apostilling. This has previously been 
an administrative and costly burden in the 
recognition and enforcement of foreign 
judgments under Common Law.
 The Convention outlines the criteria to 
be discussed in any refusal of recognition 
of a judgment by a contracting state. 
These points should be considered 
carefully before seeking to rely on 
the Convention to enforce a judgment 
in another contracting state6. These 
considerations are similar to those under 
the Brussels Recast Regulation but are 
more expansive. Of particular note is the 
necessity to prove that the originating 
court documentation was notified to the 
defendant in sufficient time for them to 
arrange their defense.

 If your client is seeking to enforce 
a judgment of a contracting state, it 
is advisable to seek local procedural 
advice in relation to the practical 
applicability of the Convention. While the 
general procedure has now been greatly 
simplified, there will be procedural 
intricacies of which only local counsel  
will be attuned.
 Although the United States are a 
signatory, they have not yet ratified the 
Convention. If they were to do so, it 
would pave the way for a standardized 
enforcement between the EU and the 
U.S., which can only be welcomed by the 
commercial world at large.

1 Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2012 
on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of 
judgments in civil and commercial matters (recast)

2 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=celex%3A32012R1215

3 http://www.courts.ie/rules.nsf/8652fb610b0b37a980256d
b700399507/1b52c339b0a20b5880256f240040cd44?Op
enDocument

4 https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/full-
text/?cid=98

5 Article 13 of the Hague Convention on Choice of Court 
Agreements.

6 Article 9 of the Hague Convention on Choice of Court 
Agreements.
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Changes to Contracts in 
European Public Procurement Law 
The European Union adopted modernized 
public procurement rules on February 11, 
2014, by Directive 2014/246 (the 2014 
Directive). Of its key provisions, one should 
emphasize two very important changes: 

1. clarification of the rules governing the 
assignment of contracts, and 

2. changes to existing contracts, notably 
the introduction of rules allowing for 
changes that were contemplated from the 
outset or have become necessary in the 
course of the contract performance. 

History of Contract Amendments
The statements of the judgment No. 
C-454/06, the famous Pressetext case, 
rendered by the court of justice of the 

European Union (ECJ), greatly influenced 
the evolution of the amendment of 
contracts. The ECJ established that if 
an amendment constitutes a “material” 
modification to the essential conditions of 
the initial contract, such amendment shall 
qualify as a new contract. 
 An amendment may be regarded as 
material (i) when it introduces conditions 
that, if they were part of the initial award 
procedure, would have allowed for the 
admission of tenderers other than those 
initially admitted or would have allowed for 
the acceptance of a tender other than the 
one initially accepted; (ii) when it extends 
the scope of the contract significantly to 
cover services initially not encompassed 
and (iii) when the economic balance of 
the contract is changed in favor of the 
contractor in a manner which was not set 
forth in the terms of the initial contract. 
Pursuant to point 40 of the ECJ’s decision, 
as a rule, a change in contractor is a 
material change triggering a new tender 
unless that substitution was provided for 
in the terms of the initial contract. It can 
also be interpreted that as a rule, the 
change in contractor triggers a new tender, 
but not always.
 Still, the Pressetext case, as well as 
others including Succhi di Frutti, Wall 
AG, Commission v Germany, Commission v 
Spain, have given relatively little certainty 
to what “material” really means. There 
have been surprisingly few cases that 
have looked at this principle in any detail. 
For example, Succhi di Frutti established 
that there is no material change if the 
contract provides relevant detailed rules 
for the change, while Wall AG taught us 
that substituting a key subcontractor could 
constitute a material amendment.

New Regime 
The good news is that under the 2014 
Directive, there are new rules making 
it possible for modifications to be made 
without breaching the procurement rules. 
These changes derive from the Pressetext 
case law, but there are significant 
clarifications.
 The new rules provide a safe harbor 
for modifications which are deemed to be 
“not substantial,” and for which there is 
no obligation to re-tender. This includes 
modifications where the overall nature 
of the contract remains unchanged, the 
value of the modification is below the 
procurement threshold and:

• less than 10 percent of the initial 
contract value (for contracts or 
framework agreements for supplies or 
services); or

• less than 15 percent of the initial 
contract value (in the case of contracts 
or framework agreements for works).

It will be permissible to modify contracts 
and framework agreements without 
a new procurement in the following 
circumstances:

1. Where modifications or options are 
provided for in the initial procurement 
document and unequivocal review 
clauses (including price), provided 
that all the conditions are clear and the 
modifications and options do not change 
the overall nature of the contract.

2. For additional works, services or 
supplies by the original contractor that 
have become necessary, and which were 
not included in the contact, and where 
a change of contractor cannot be made 
for economic or technical reasons or 
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would cause significant inconvenience 
or substantial duplication of cost, 
provided that any increase in price does 
not exceed 50 percent of the original 
contract value.

3. Where the need for modification has 
been brought about by unforeseeable 
circumstances, provided that the 
modification does not change the 
overall nature of the contract and any 
increase in price does not exceed 50 
percent of the original contract value.

4. Where a contractor is replaced by a 
new one as a consequence of either: 
(i) an unequivocal review provision 
or option (see point 1); or (ii) there 
being a universal or partial successor 
of the original contractor as a result 
of a corporate restricting, merger 
or takeover, provided that the new 
contractor fulfils all the criteria 
for initial selection and there are 
no substantial modifications to the 
contract.

 A modification that would require a 
new tender would be one that substantially 
changes the contract, including, (i) a 
modification that materially changes the 
character of the contract; or (ii) its scope; or 
(iii) changes which, if included, would have 
attracted different participants or potential 
candidates or might have resulted in the 
acceptance of an alternative tender; or (iv) 
where it provides for a new contractor, it is 
one that does not fulfill the conditions for 
the exclusion.
 The new rules under the 2014 Directive 
apply to all tender procedures that 
began after February 26, 2015. Tender 
procedures that began before that date 
remain regulated by the previous Directive 
and the Pressetext case law.

The Hungarian Law 
A new act, namely the Act CXLIII of 
2015 on Public Procurement (hereinafter 
referred to as Public Procurement Act) 
entered into force in Hungary on November 
1, 2015, transposing the provisions of 
the 2014 Directive. It sets forth that the 
contract awarded following the public 

procurement procedure shall be performed 
by the successful tenderer, or grouping 
of tenderers, to whom the contract was 
awarded, or – if the contracting authority 
permits or requires the establishment 
of a business association – by the 
successful tenderer (tenderers) or the 
business association established and 
owned exclusively by the successful 
tenderer/tenderers (referred to as “project 
consortium”). However, exceptions can 
also be found. One of them is that the 
successful tenderer or tenderers to whom 
the contract is awarded may be replaced 
in consequence of its legal succession 
provided that (i) the successor entering 
the contract is not subject to any of the 
grounds for exclusion from the public 
procurement procedure, (ii) it is able 
to meet the eligibility criteria applied 
in public procurement procedures, in 
accordance with the provision applicable to 
tenderers and (iii) succession is not aimed 
at circumventing the application of the 
Public Procurement Act.
 For the purposes of the Public 
Procurement Act, legal succession means 
(i) the restructuring, merger or division of 
the legal person, or (ii) if terminated by way 
of succession by any other means, or (iii) 
upon universal or partial succession where 
a business line functioning as an economic 
unit (including all contracts, assets and 
employees) is transferred, or (iv) if the 
contract is transferred upon the insolvency 
of the initial contractor and succession is 
not aimed at circumventing the application 
of the Public Procurement Act.
 In all the aforementioned cases the 
successful tenderer may be replaced 
without launching a new public 
procurement procedure.
 The provisions of the Public 
Procurement Act applies mostly to 
procurements and public contracts 
concluded following an award procedure, 
to design contests and to review procedures 
and pre-contractual remedies requested in 
connection with these or initiated ex officio 
commencing after the time of entry of force. 
However, the above quoted provisions 
apply also to the possibility of modification 
without a new procedure of procurements 

and public contracts concluded following 
an award procedure opened before the 
time of entry into force of the Public 
Procurement Act and to monitoring 
the amendment and fulfillment of such 
contracts, and the provisions of rules of 
review procedures applies to the related 
review procedures.
 Comparing the Public Procurement 
Act to the 2014 Directive, we can draw the 
conclusion that the question of changes 
in contractor is dealt with in the Public 
Procurement Act among the provisions 
specifying the persons participating in the 
performance of the contract. Actually, the 
Hungarian text of the Public Procurement 
Act is even more unambiguous than Article 
72 of the 2014 Directive because the terms 
used by the latter one such as “corporate 
restructuring, including takeover, merger, 
acquisition” are a bit vague and would 
deserve some explanation.
 The category “legal succession” is set 
forth by various fields of Hungarian law in 
different ways. From the aspects of civil 
law (i) inheritance, (ii) assignment and 
(iii) transfer of contracts equally qualify 
as legal succession. From the aspect of 
corporate law, among others, merger, 
demerger and transformation mean legal 
succession. From the aspect of labor law, 
legal succession occurs when rights and 
obligations arising from employment 
relationships, existing at the time of 
transfer of an economic entity (organized 
grouping of material or other resources) by 
way of a legal transaction, are transferred 
to the transferee employer. This last regime 
stands closest to Public Procurement Act 
defining the transfer of a business line 
as legal succession. We can say that the 
term “legal succession” is interpreted in 
Hungarian law quite broadly.
 Bearing in mind that the Public 
Procurement Act became effective on 
November 1, 2015, of course, no judicial 
practice has been developed. Nevertheless, 
the guidelines of the national public 
procurement authority also emphasizes that 
merely the change in contractor does not 
result in amendment to the contract.
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(R)evolution in Italian Real Estate 
Retail Market for Major Properties Leases?
A connection between the luxury retail 
sector and real estate markets has become 
increasingly evident in recent years.
 Italian shopping high-streets have 
conquered world-wide consumers’ 
confidence,1 thus leading to an 
increase in the demand for the lease of 
commercial properties by fashion brands. 
In the Montenapoleone premium location 
fashion district in Milan or in the very 

well-known via Condotti in Rome, these 
brands are ready to pay from 7,000 up 
to 10,000 Euro per square meter. For 
a store in Corso Vittorio Emanuele in 
Milan or at Piazza di Spagna in Rome, 
they will pay comparable prices of Euro 
3,000/5,000 to Euro 7,000.2

 The juridical instruments used 
to regulate the utilization of stores in 
centers of Italian cities are, for the most 
part, commercial lease agreements. The 
relevant rules are contained mainly in 
law n. 392/78 (the “Law”) whose features 
are – and interpretation has always been – 
protecting the lessee side, likewise a 
“weaker” party, against the possible 
“abuse of power” of landlords.
 Therefore, as a way of example, the 
following clauses have been always 
considered null and void by the Italian 
case law (even in presence of an express 
waiver by the lessee):

1. clauses which are aimed at limiting 
the minimum duration of the lease;

2. clauses which are aimed at granting 
the lessor a higher rent with respect 
to that provided by the law;

3. clauses which are aimed at granting 
the lessor any other advantages in 
violation with the law.

 However, the notion that “lessee 
side needs to be always protected” does 
not consider the economic power of the 
retailers involved. This “precautionary” 
legislative framework has been recently 
“upset” by law n. 164 of November 
11, 2014. This law introduced – upon 
condition that the annual rent provided 
in the lease agreement exceeds Euro 
250,000 – the “freedom of contract” 
principle, with the clear intention to 

approve criteria that can keep up with 
changing times.
 It is assumed, in fact, that if the 
lessee can bear an annual rent exceeding 
the above amount of Euro 250,000, it is 
no longer considered in a weak position 
and thus it can negotiate on equal terms 
with landlords.
 After the reform, hence, the parties to 
property commercial lease contracts with 
a yearly rent higher than Euro 250,000, 
are entitled to agree terms and conditions 
derogating the provisions of the law, 
provided that such property leases do 
not refer to premises declared of historic 
interest by a decision issued by regions 
or municipalities (so called “botteghe 
storiche”).3

 As a way of example: parties might 
agree on the following terms, without 
risking the relevant clause to be declared  
void:

1. the lessee can be denied the pre-
emption right4 and/or the goodwill 
indemnification;5

2. the lessee can validly waive in 
advance the right of renewal of the 
lease contract;

3. the parties might freely agree the 
payment of sum, different from rent, 
as “entry fee;”

4. the parties might freely agree 
adjustments and step-rents not linked 
to index ISTAT and cap provided by 
the law.

 Also if we consider how narrow 
Italian historical central high streets 
are, the reform seems nevertheless to 
embrace a relevant percentage of the 
fashion retail business.
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 It is too early to say if the reform 
will take root, if the landlords will 
effectively increase their negotiating 
power because of this major flexibility 
in comparison with the past, or instead 
if the parties would prefer at the end to 
remain within the “old” law. At least, 
because of this new legal framework, the 
legal professionals are currently going 
through a quite radical change since they 
will now face proper negotiation sessions 
for all clauses of the lease agreement 
for major properties. We have no doubt 
that soon standard solutions like in the 

mergers and acquisitions sector will be 
developed, within the “shell” elaborated 
by Italian case law.

1 Needless to say that Italian streets offer a selection of 
clothing, jewelry, watches and beauty boutiques, as well 
as technology objects, and fabulous restaurants and 
gourmet shops.

2 2015 data provided by Reno S.r.l. - a service provider 
specialized in retail tenants representation and 
strategic consultancy - show that locations bordering 
center in Milan, such as at Via Dante, are about Euro 
1,500 to Euro 2,500 Euro per sq. m., at corso Vercelli 
are about Euro 1,000 to Euro 1,500 per sq. m., at corso 
Buenos Aires are about Euro 1,000/mq to 2,000 per 
sq. m.; premium locations in North Italy cities are on 
average from Euro 1,500 to Euro 3,000 per sq.m., save 
for top premium location for Verona e Venezia, whose 
rents are obviously much more expensive, whilst Varese 
(Euro 1,000 to 2,000 per sq.m.), and Como (Euro 
1,500 to 2,500 per sq.m.) are growing faster due to the 
favorable exchange rate with the Swiss Franc.

3 Agreements on major properties lease need to be 
proved in writing and in any case can not apply to 
contracts which are already in force at the date of 
conversion of the law n. 164/2014. 

4 According to the law, the lessee has a pre-emption 
right in case the lessor sells the real estate or the 
lessor terminates the lease after the initial period and 
rents the real estate to a third party. The rule is not 
applicable in case the termination of the contract is 
attributable to the lessee and in case the commercial 
activity is not open to the public.

5 According to the law, the lessee has the right to receive 
an indemnification equal to 18 months of the last 
rent paid in case the termination of the contract is 
attributable to the lessor and the commercial activity is 
open to the public. The lessee has the right to receive 
a further indemnification equal to 18 months of the last 
rent paid, if in the new store the same/similar activity 
as that of the former lessee is being carried out and 
such new activity is started within one year from the 
termination of the former lease agreement. 
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Forming a Company in the Netherlands 
The Netherlands is a perfect business 
location for foreign entrepreneurs (2,000 
subsidiaries in Amsterdam, 140,000 
jobs). It is the gateway to densely 
populated Western Europe and has a 
well-developed logistic and technical 
infrastructure. The highly skilled, 
multilingual and flexible work force, its 
favorable tax regulations for businesses, 
its stable political climate and its high 
standard of living make the Netherlands 
the ideal place to start a business. 
 Dutch law is based on the continental 
European civil law tradition and is – the 
Netherlands being a founding member of 
the European Union – highly influenced 

by the laws of the European Union. This 
means that the law is mostly written, 
but one should not underestimate the 
relevance of case law. Since the Dutch 
Civil Code dates from 1992 and is 
updated frequently with new case law, 
the Dutch law has an advanced legal 
system. 

Incorporating a Dutch Entity
The most common business entities 
in the Netherlands are the Besloten 
Vennootschap (BV: private company 
with limited liability) and the Naamloze 
Vennootschap (NV: public limited 
company). Both entities have legal 
personality, issue shares and provide 
limited liability for their shareholders. 
The main difference between NVs 
and BVs is that a BV can only issue 
registered shares, whereas as NV 
can issue both registered and (freely 
transferable) bearer shares. For this 
reason, only the shares of an NV can 
be listed on a stock exchange. Another 
important difference is the paid-in 
capital: a BV can be incorporated with 
a paid-in capital of only EUR 0.01. The 
incorporation of a NV requires a paid-in 
capital of EUR 45,000.
 The first step in the incorporation 
process of a BV or NV is to draw up 
a deed of incorporation. The deed of 
incorporation is drawn up by a civil 
notary and includes the (initial) articles 
of association. The (minimum) costs 
for these deeds are approximately 
EUR 900 – EUR 1,050 (excluding 
19 percent VAT and dues) for a 

standard entity and depending on the 
number of shareholders. The articles 
of association contain the regulations 
regarding the (internal) organization 
of the company and, among other 
things, the name and the purpose of 
the company. After the execution of the 
deed of incorporation and the fulfilment 
of the abovementioned minimum 
capital requirements, the BV or NV 
can be registered with the Chamber of 
Commerce. This registration finalizes 
the incorporation procedure. Before 
the incorporation procedure is finalized 
however, a BV or NV can already do 
business independently. In that case, 
the BV or NV has to register with the 
Chamber of Commerce as a “company 
in the process of incorporation.” After 
the incorporation procedure has been 
finalized, the BV or NV will be able to 
confirm the transactions made during 
the process of incorporation. Without 
that confirmation the founders or the first 
directors appointed in the articles of the 
BV or NV are jointly and severally liable 
for potential damage arising from these 
transactions.
 Finally, it is recommended to 
conduct a trade name search before 
the final registration of the new BV or 
NV. Because of intellectual property 
regulations, an earlier registration of 
the same or a similar trade name could 
result in having to change the name of 
the newly established company. This, of 
course, would not be a good start.

Structure of BVs and NVs
BVs and NVs have similar structures. 
However, the rules on BVs are less 
complex and provide more flexibility. 
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In this paragraph, the main powers and 
responsibilities of the different bodies 
within a BV or NV will be discussed.

Shareholders and the general 
meeting of shareholders
The shareholders are the owners of 
the company. For that reason all major 
decisions regarding the NV have to be 
taken or approved by the general meeting 
of shareholders (hereinafter: general 
meeting). Major decisions include, for 
example: amendments to the articles 
of association or issuing new shares. 
Shareholders have the right to vote in 
the general meeting. If they own at least 
1 percent of the shares, they have the 
right to put items on the agenda of the 
general meeting. Other important rights 
of the general meeting include approving 
or dismissing of the company’s financial 
statements and having the power to 
appoint and dismiss directors of the 
management board. 
 The articles of a BV may stipulate 
that a body of the company (for instance, 
the general meeting of shareholders) 
has the power to bindingly instruct the 
management board. However, if the 
aforementioned instruction conflicts with 
the interests of the BV, the management 
board may decide otherwise.

Management board
The primary responsibilities of the 
management board of both BV and 
NV are: the proper management of the 
company and the timely and accurate 
drawing up of its financial statements. 
The management board is in charge 
of determining the strategy and the 
(external) representation of the company. 
In this capacity, the management 
board and its individual members are 
authorized to bind the company. To 
what extent they are collectively or 
individually authorized to do so is often 
specified in the articles of association. 
Therefore, it is recommended to 
verify, prior to a transaction, whether a 
particular member is actually authorized 
to bind the company.

 If a member of the management board 
has a conflict of interest with respect to 
a certain transaction, he or she is not 
allowed to participate in the decision-
making process. In case the entire 
management board has a conflict of 
interest, the decision has to be taken by 
the general meeting, or, if existing, by the 
supervisory board or the non-executive 
directors, unless otherwise stipulated in 
the articles of association.

Supervisory board and   
non-executive directors
Dutch corporate law is known for its 
two-tier management system wherein 
supervisory directors take seat in a 
separate body, the supervisory board. 
Although BVs and NVs are only obliged 
in specific cases (i.e. when the BV or 
NV qualifies as a structuurvennootschap) 
to install a supervisory board, many 
entities do (voluntarily) have one. The 
supervisory board oversees and advises 
the management board independently 
and actively. The supervisory board is 
usually appointed by the general meeting 
of shareholders. Nowadays, a BV or NV 
can also opt for a “one-tier board model” 
consisting of only one board (thus no 
supervisory board) with both executive 
and non-executive directors.

Participation of employees
An entrepreneur who has 50 or more 
employees is obliged to establish a works 
council. The employees can participate 
in the decision-making process of the 
company through this works council. 
According to the law it has, depending 
on the subject at issue, the following 
rights: 1. the right to render advice, 2. 
the right of approval, and, 3. the right of 
information, consultation and initiative. 

Financial statements and annual 
report
Every year, both BV and NV have to 
disclose their financial statements 
(jaarrekening). The financial statements 
of big and medium-sized companies 
are presented to the shareholders in 
an annual report (jaarverslag). Small 
companies only have to present their 
financial statements; they are not obliged 
to draw up an annual report.

Liability at BV/NV
After finalizing the incorporation, the 
shareholders are only liable for their 
share in the company. The managing 
directors are in principle not liable for 
debts of the company. They will only 
be liable if serious negligence by the 
managing directors has been proven. 
Then, directors may be held jointly 
and severally liable for the damage the 
company suffers. In case of bankruptcy, 
this may also apply to the damage the 
creditors of the company suffer.

Other Options
Foreign entrepreneurs can also establish 
a branch office in the Netherlands 
without having to incorporate a Dutch 
legal entity. Or they can enter the Dutch 
market by appointing a distributor, an 
agent or a franchisee. 

Other Important Issues
As a foreign employer in the 
Netherlands, it is important to know 
that there are many legal provisions 
that protect employees both Dutch and 
foreign. Employees are also protected if 
the company they work for is transferred 
to another country.
 Moreover, a foreign entrepreneur 
might want to lease business 
accommodation in the Netherlands. 
Generally, the lease period is five years 
with an option to renew the lease for 
another term of five years. As this is 
a complex matter, it is not possible 
to provide all the specific legal lease 
pitfalls within the scope of this article. 

Conclusion
Although Dutch law can sometimes 
be far-reaching, the Netherlands is an 
appealing place to conduct business, 
particularly with a qualified lawyer 
steering you through the rules and 
regulations of Dutch law. 
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Boosting 
E-commerce 
in Europe
Buying or selling online to or from other 
European Union countries is still often too 
complicated and expensive. E-commerce 
in Europe suffers from geo-discrimination: 
retailers discriminate against consumers 
by establishing different prices depending 
on their location or by making it 
more expensive to deliver to certain 
EU countries. In addition, the legal 
fragmentation of consumer rights and their 
enforcement mechanisms are additional 
obstacles towards unlocking the full 
potential of what a European single 
e-commerce market can be.
 Moving from 28 national digital 
markets to a single one is the aim of the 
recent European Commission’s proposal 

on boosting e-commerce in the EU. The 
strategy for reaching a true single digital 
market is based on three pillars: 

1. Improving access for consumers 
and businesses to digital goods and 
services across Europe;

2. Creating the right conditions and a 
level playing field for digital networks 
and innovative services to flourish;

3. Maximizing the growth potential of the 
digital economy.

 The Commission’s aim is a very 
ambitious one and involves revising and 
improving regulation of many complex 
areas that still need to be polished and 
updated based upon emerging forms of 
digital commerce.
 The Commission approaches the 
three pillars in a comprehensive manner, 
with complex proposals that aim to 
promote cooperation between the national 
authorities and mitigate the existing 

differences in the national regulations, 
reaching a harmonized digital market.
 Let’s take a look at some of the 
proposals:

1. Fighting unjustified  
geo-blocking 
Whether it is denying consumers access 
to a website based on their location or re-
routing them to a local store with different 
prices, the proposal seeks to put an end 
to such discriminatory practices used 
by online sellers. The initiative seeks to 
reassure that European consumers have 
online access to goods and services on an 
equal basis regardless of their location 
or nationality. The measures will involve 
both access to prices and sales and 
methods of payment. 
  As a result of the Commission’s 
proposal, sellers will have limited 
possibilities for restricting access to the 
goods and services offered online based 
on national rules to protect public order. 
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Nevertheless, an additional burden 
on small retailers will be avoided by 
establishing a national value-added tax 
threshold for exempting small businesses 
from certain provisions. The proposed 
regulation will not impose an obligation  
to deliver across the EU.
 The regulation is expected to take 
effect in 2017, although some of its parts, 
such as non-discrimination principles, 
will apply later, as of July 1, 2018, giving 
extra time to the service providers to 
prepare for the changes.

2. Improving the enforcement  
of consumer rules 
This initiative applies to both physical 
goods and digital content bought online 
and involves creating EU contract rules 
and consumer protection. These measures 
are vital for increasing consumers’ trust of 
e-commerce. 
 Consumer protection enforcement 
mechanisms will be improved by revising 
the Consumer Protection Cooperation 
(CPC) Regulation established in 2007. 
This is an essential step to support national 
consumer authorities addressing breaches 
of consumer rules in more than one 
country. National consumer authorities will 
be better able to halt unlawful practices 
and discover the identity of the responsible 
trader, which is often hidden through a 
complex online structure.
 National enforcement authorities will 
be provided, among others, with these 
powers:

• Ordering the shutdown of websites 
or social media accounts containing 
scams;

• Requesting information from domain 
registrars, internet service providers 
and banks to track financial flows and 
find out the identity of those behind 
bad practices.

 These changes intend to facilitate 
the collaboration of the enforcement 
authorities in the EU member states in 
order to coordinate a common position 
addressing unlawful online practices and 
implementing enforcement measures, if 
necessary, to change the harmful practices 
or compensate the affected consumers. 

3. Mitigating the existing legal 
fragmentation of contract laws 
The existing legal fragmentation in the 
area of consumer contract law is not 
only detrimental to consumers’ trust, but 
also results in high costs for businesses 
– especially small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) which must adjust 
their practices to each particular market 
in which they intend to operate. 
 The Commission has presented two 
proposals for tackling the existing legal 
fragmentation in the areas of online sales 
of good and supply of digital content. The 
key points for harmonizing and improving 
consumer protection are: 

• Reversal of the burden of proof 
– the consumer will be able to ask 
for a remedy without having to prove 
that the defect existed at the time 
of delivery throughout the two-year 
guarantee period. 

• Establishing a single set of 
European rules – businesses should 
be able to sell goods and digital 
content online based on the same key 
contract rules for any EU country. In 
this regard, the proposals related to 
copyright and digital contract rules 
are the first initiatives for exploiting 
the full potential of the digital single 
market.

 Taking into consideration the 
divergences existing between the national 
regulations and sometimes even the 
absence of national rules related to 
particular online commerce issues, this 
harmonization at European level should 
become a game-changing factor for 
boosting e-commerce

4. Improving cross-border  
parcel deliveries 
One of the biggest obstacles affecting 
European e-commerce is the high cost 
of the cross-border parcel delivery. 
By imposing more transparency on 
actual cross-border delivery prices, 
which nowadays do not always reflect 
the underlying costs involved, the 
Commission aims to encourage consumers 
to be able to choose from a wider range of 
products and e-retailers.

 The main aspects of the proposed 
regulation for improving the cross-border 
parcel delivery are the following:

• Increasing the control over the parcel 
delivery service providers. 

• Improving price transparency.

• Encouraging competition in the cross-
border parcel delivery market. 

 The proposed regulation will be 
applicable to delivery service providers 
who meet the following criteria:

• Above 50 employees or active in 
several member states.

• Involved in clearance, sorting or 
distribution of parcels. Transport 
alone, if not provided together with one 
of these activities, is not considered to 
be a parcel delivery service.

• Provides the universal postal service, 
as set out in the Postal Services 
Directive.

 Such providers will be obliged to 
submit information regarding the prices of 
certain services, the services offered and 
conditions of sale, complaints procedures 
and annual turnover to the National 
Regulatory Authorities (NRAs). 
 Using the submitted information, the 
NRAs will be responsible for collecting 
the prices of certain services from 
universal service providers and assessing 
their affordability, encouraging price 
transparency and competitiveness.
 According to the Commission, at 
this stage it doesn’t intend to regulate or 
establish a cap on delivery prices. After 
taking stock of progress made in 2019, the 
Commission will asses if further measures 
are necessary. 
 The proposed initiatives are 
interrelated and reinforce each other, 
affording a more solid ground for the 
development of the single digital market. 
But we believe that these proposals will 
need to be corrected and polished based 
on the results of their implementation and 
the obstacles they will most likely face. 
Overall, the strategy for the European 
single digital market is very ambitious, 
but the potential profit is worth the effort, 
since there is no doubt that e-commerce is 
the future of the world’s economy.
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The Brazilian Anticorruption Act and 
the Importance of a Compliance Program
Brazil has recently been featured in the 
headlines of the world press for numerous 
cases of corruption.
 Brazilian Federal Law 12,846 was 
enacted August 1, 2013 (Brazilian 
Anticorruption Act). It was a result of 
the country’s international commitments 
assumed in the late 1990s and early 2000s, 
and not as a response from the Brazilian 
authorities to the great anticorruption 
protests of 2013.
 In 1997, Brazil signed the Convention 
of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
better known as the Convention on 
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public 
Officials in International Business 
Transactions.

 In 2003, Brazil signed the United 
Nations Convention Against Corruption, 
in which it committed to criminalize 
corruption (domestic and transnational) and 
to enact a law establishing administrative, 
civil and/or criminal liability of legal 
entities regarding corruption acts.
 The Brazilian Anticorruption Act 
provides for the strict administrative and 
civil liability of legal entities for acts 
committed against Brazilian public and 
foreign administration.
 According to the Act, the legal 
entities shall be strictly liable, in both 
administrative and civil spheres, for the 
practice of the harmful acts set forth 
therein in their exclusive or non-exclusive 
interest or benefit.
 There is no need to prove the fault of 
the legal entity. Just the link between the 
conduct of the legal entity (or any third 
party acting on its behalf or benefit) and 
any of the harmful acts provided in the 
Brazilian Anticorruption Act is enough.
Article 5 of the Brazilian Anticorruption 
Act provides a list of conduct considered 
acts of corruption. Such acts are:

1. to promise, offer or give, directly or 
indirectly, any undue advantage to a 
public official or a third party related 
thereto;

2. proven financing, funding, sponsoring 
or otherwise subsidized practice of torts 
described therein;

3. proven use of a third party, either an 
individual or legal entity, to conceal 
or disguise their real interests or the 
identity of the beneficiaries of the 
actions taken;

4. regarding public bids and contracts:

a) to frustrate or defraud, by means of 
collusion or any other expedient, the 
competitive nature of a public bid;

b) to prevent, hinder or defraud the 
performance of any act within the 
scope of a public bid;

c) to remove or seek the removal of 
a bidder, by means of fraud or by 
offering advantage of any kind;

d) to defraud a public bid or the 
contract resulting thereof;

e) to create, fraudulently or irregularly, 
a legal entity for the purpose 
of participating in a public bid 
or entering into administrative 
contracts;

f) to gain undue advantage or 
benefit, in a fraudulent manner, 
from amendments or extensions of 
contracts entered into with the public 
administration, without authorization 
provided either by the law or by 
the invitation to bid or respective 
contractual instruments; or

g) to manipulate or defraud the 
economic and financial balance of 
the contracts entered into with the 
public administration;
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5. to hinder the activities related to 
the investigation or inspection by 
public agencies, entities or officials, 
or intervene in the performance of 
their duties, including in the context 
of regulatory agencies and agencies 
in charge of supervising the national 
financial system.

 Along with the obligation of full 
indemnification for damages caused, 
the legal entity, in the judicial sphere, 
can also suffer (i) forfeiture of property, 
rights or amounts obtained from the 
infraction; (ii) partial suspension or 
interdiction of the legal entity’s activities; 
(iii) compulsory dissolution of the legal 
entity; and/or (iv) prohibition of receiving 
incentives, subsidies, grants, donations 
or loans from public agencies or entities 
and public financial institutions or from 
financial institutions controlled by the 
government. Additionally, the offending 
legal entity is also subject, in the 
administrative sphere, to the following 
sanctions:

1. a fine in an amount ranging from 0.1 
percent to 20 percent of the gross 
revenues earned in the financial year 
preceding the financial year in which 
the administrative proceeding was 
commenced, excluding taxes, which 
fine shall never be less than the 
advantage obtained, whenever such 
advantage may be estimated; and

2. extraordinary publication of the 
unfavorable decision.

 If it is not possible to adopt the 
legal entity’s gross revenue criteria, the 
fine shall range from R$ 6,000.00 (six 
thousand reais) to R$ 60,000,000.00 (60 
million reais)1.

The Importance of a Compliance 
Program 
According to Article 7 of the Brazilian 
Anticorruption Act, the existence of a 
compliance program shall be considered 
a mitigator in the application of the 
sanctions provided therein. 

 The parameters of evaluation of a 
compliance program for the purposes of 
fine calculation, as well as the criteria of 
fine calculation (among other provisions) 
are set forth in the Decree 8420 of March 
18, 2015 (“Decree 8420”) which regulates 
the Brazilian Anticorruption Act.
 The Decree 8420 provides that the 
implementation and maintenance of an 
effective compliance program will be a 
mitigating factor when calculating fines 
against the offending legal entity.
 In accordance with Article 18 of 
Decree 8420, the applicable fine imposed 
may be reduced in an amount ranging 
from 1 percent to 4 percent of the fine 
amount if the offending legal entity proves 
the existence and implementation of an 
effective compliance program, which 
shall be evaluated in accordance with the 
parameters set forth in Chapter IV of the 
Decree 8420.
 Article 42 of Decree 8420 establishes 
that a compliance program shall be 
considered as effective if it fulfills the 
following parameters:

1. commitment and support of senior 
management (Tone at the Top);

2. written standards and codes of ethics 
and conduct for employees, managers, 
and third-party vendors;

3. periodic trainings about the 
compliance program;

4. periodic risk assessment in order to 
continually improve the compliance 
program;

5. accurate accounting records fully 
reflecting the transactions of the legal 
entity;

6. internal controls assuring the 
reliability of legal entity’s financial 
statements and reports;

7. specific procedures intended to 
prevent fraud and corruption in the 
context of bidding for government 
contracts or in any interaction with the 
public sector;

8. independence, structure and 
authority of the compliance 
department to implement the 
compliance program and to monitor 
its enforcement;

9. irregularities reporting channels, 
open and widely disseminated to 
employees and third parties, and 
mechanisms for the protection of good 
faith whistleblowers;

10. disciplinary measures for violations 
of the compliance program;

11. procedures to ensure the prompt 
interruption of irregularities or 
violations and timely remediation of 
the damages;

12. adequate due diligence in mergers, 
acquisitions, corporate restructurings 
and in dealings with third parties;

13. check, during mergers, acquisitions 
and corporate restructuring, the 
practice of irregularities or offenses 
or the existence of vulnerabilities in 
legal entities involved;

14. continuous monitoring of the 
compliance program; and

15. transparency of the legal entity 
regarding donations to candidates 
and political parties.

 An effective compliance program 
mitigates the chances of corruption act 
practices and its implementation costs 
are far cheaper than the damages arising 
from the commitment of corruption acts.
 Brazilian companies are changing 
their perspective of a compliance 
program, facing it as a competitive 
advantage to carry out their business 
rather than a cost.

1 On July 29, the Forex Exchange Rate is US$ 1.00 = R$ 
3.23. Therefore, at such rate, the fine shall range from 
US$ 1,857.59 to US$ 18,575,851.39. 
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New Rules About Control Situations in 
Sole Shareholders Companies

Just 20 years ago, Colombia introduced 
to its internal legislation the figure of 
control and/or group situations for local 
corporations. Effectively, under article 
26 of law 222 of 1995, there is a control 
situation when a corporation is under 
subordination of another, including 
physical people, whether directly or 
through third parties.1 Meanwhile, it is 
considered a group situation when there is 
unity regarding the direction and purpose 
of both the controlled and controller 
corporations – and/or physical people 
when they exercise control under legal 
circumstances.2 According to Francisco 
Reyes Villamizar,3 the inclusion of this 
provision is a step forward in updating 
local legislation to the current challenges 
of corporate law. 
 Talking about the scenarios in which 
it is possible to have a control situation, 
the article included some presumptions of 
subordination, as follows:

1. There will be control when the 
supposed controller owns – directly or 
through third parties – more than 50 
percent of the shares of the controlled 
corporation; 

2. There will be control when the 
controller, directly or indirectly, 
is able to issue as many votes as 
required for taking decisions within 
the shareholder assembly or in cases 
where the controller has enough 
participation to appoint the majority of 
the members of the board of directors;

3. Last, but no least, there will be control 
when the controller, through business 
with the controlled, is able to exercise 
dominant influence over the decisions 
of the later; 

 The supposed controller or controlled 
corporations are entitled to challenge, 
before the Corporations Superintendence, 
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any of these presumptions. If the authority 
finds the explanations of the companies 
to be acceptable, they will be relieved 
of the duty to inform the general public 
through the Commercial Registry, the 
existence of the control and/or group 
situations. Failure to fulfill the obligation 
of declaring the existence of control and/
or group situations results in fines4 for the 
controller until COP 138.000.000 or USD 
49,300 approximately. 
 According to local provision, the 
following are the effects of the recognition, 
voluntary or declaration, by the 
Corporation superintendence, of a control 
situation.
 The effects of the situation of control, 
according to law 222 of 1995, are:

• Obligation to register the situation of 
control in the trade registry;5

• Obligation to consolidate the financial 
statements;6

• Prohibition of reciprocal participation 
of capitals between parent companies 
and subordinates.7

• Extension of liability of the parent 
companies: this extension of liability 
is given in a subsidiary manner, when 
the following two scenarios occur: (i) 
in the cases of participation of the 
subordinated company and (ii) liability 
on the hypothesis of mandatory 
liquidation of the subordinated 
company, when fraud by the parent 
company is verified.8

 After the inclusion of control and 
group provisions in 1995, one of the 
biggest changes of Colombian legislation 
occurred in 2008, when the Congress 
issued law 1258 of 2008, which created 
the so-called “Sociedades por Acciones 
Simplificadas” or S.A.S. As happened 
with law 222 of 1995, this new provision 
represented another step forward in 
updating the Colombian legal system 
regarding corporate law rules. For the 
first time in history, it was possible 
to incorporate sole shareholders 
corporations. The importance of the new 
rules can be measured if we consider that 
after one year of the existence of the law, 

27.800 S.A.S. was incorporated and in 
the following years, until 2012, 160.000 
S.A.S. was incorporated.9 
 In addition to the possibility of 
incorporating an S.A.S. with a sole 
shareholder, there are other benefits for its 
use, such as:

1. The bylaws of the S.A.S. can be 
contained in a private document; for 
other kinds of corporations it must be 
contained in a public deed;

2. It is not necessary to create a board 
of directors; for other kinds of 
corporations it is mandatory to have a 
board of directors;

3. Amendments of the bylaws can be 
contained in a private document;

4. In general, it is not mandatory to 
appoint an statutory auditor for the 
companies;

 As expected, considering the 
advantages of the S.A.S., considering 
its advantages, the S.A.S. has been 
fundamental to the efforts of local 
government to eradicate, if possible, 
informality within the local economy.
 Now, due to the indiscriminate use 
of this kind of corporation, new issues 
have arisen, especially in matters related 
to shareholders liability related to 
activities performed through an S.A.S. 
Although not initially considered, the 
regulation of control and groups is at the 
center of the stage of the Corporations 
Superintendence. Recent decisions of the 
control organism show how the already 
explained regime allows that organism 
to define boundaries in this regard 
using control provisions to understand, 
completely, the corporate situation of a 
group of corporations.
 In this regard, once law 1258 was 
issued no questions were asked about the 
application of control regulations to the 
S.A.S., considering that the latest was 
created, precisely, as a flexible and simple 
tool to fight against informality allowing 
entrepreneurs to incorporate corporations 
in an easy way. In this sense, arguably for 
a sector of lawyers and authorities, the 
application of the provisions contained in 
law 222 of 1995 will affect entrepreneurs 

because they will be responsible to fulfil 
all the duties already explained, making 
the use of this kind of corporations 
much less attractive, because it implies 
loosing flexibility. Although attractive, 
this argument was not considered for the 
Corporate Superintendence in the analysis 
of specific cases.
 In effect, after a deep study, the 
Corporate Superintendence found that 
all the duties applicable to controller 
companies where there is a plural number 
of shareholders, are also applicable 
to sole shareholders in the S.A.S. for 
two main reasons: (i) they represent 
a mechanism to really understand 
the dynamics of a related group of 
corporations; and (ii) there is no legal 
exception to the applicability of the law 
222 of 1995 provisions.10 To this point, 
it is not important if that provision was 
issued before the one by which the S.A.S. 
appeared; what is really important is if it 
is possible to verify the existence of one of 
the presumptions already explained.
 The content of the latest decisions 
of the Corporations Superintendence 
open a new chapter not only for the sole 
shareholders, but also for the Corporations 
Superintendence. The former now have 
to bear in mind the new duties they must 
comply with, while the later must find a 
proper and efficient way to enforce the 
already explained provisions, without 
affecting the process of formalization of 
the economy that already begun. 

1 This was confirmed by the State Council, Consejo de 
Estado. Sala de lo Contencioso Administrativo. Sección 
Primera. Consejera ponente: Olga Inés Navarrete 
Barrero. Sentencia del 17 de mayo de 2002, radicado: 
25000-23-24-000-2001-0388-01(7342), and the 
Constitutional Court, Sentencia C – 510 de 1997;

2 Article 28 of law 22 of 1995 

3 REYES VILLAMIZAR, Francisco, derecho societario, 
Tomo II, Editorial Temis, 2009

4 Article 83, Num 3, law 222 of 1995;

5 Article 30 of the law 222 of 1995;

6 Article 35 of the law 222 of 1995;

7 Article 32 of the law 22 of 1995

8 Article 61 of the law 1116 of 2006

9 http://www.portafolio.co/negocios/empresas/colombia-
cuenta-160-000-s-s-creadas-104570. Accessed on 13Th 
of July of 2016

10 Corporate Superintendence, Resolución 2015 – 01 -  
144502
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Christian & Small LLP

1800 Financial Center
505 North 20th Street
Birmingham, Alabama (AL) 35203

Contact: Duncan Y. Manley
Phone: 205.545.7456
Email: dymanley@csattorneys.com
Website: csattorneys.com

Matthews & Zahare, P.C.

911 West 8th Avenue
Suite 400
Anchorage, Alaska (AK) 99501

Contact: Thomas Matthews
Phone: 907.782.4728
Email: tom.matthews@matthewszahare.com
Website: mzlawoffice.com

Burch & Cracchiolo, P.A.

702 East Osborn, Suite 200
Phoenix, Arizona (AZ) 85014

Contact: David M. Villadolid
Phone: 602.842.7418
Email: dvilladolid@bcattorneys.com
Website: bcattorneys.com

Atchley, Russell, Waldrop & Hlavinka, LLP

Texarkana, Arkansas (AR) 

Send mail to: 
1710 Moores Lane
Texarkana, Texas (TX) 75505

Contact: Alan D. Harrel
Phone: 903.255.7079
Email: aharrel@arwhlaw.com
Website: arwhlaw.com

Watts, Donovan & Tilley, P.A.

Arkansas Capital Commerce Center
200 River Market Avenue, Suite 200
Little Rock, Arkansas (AR) 72201

Contact: Richard Watts
Phone: 501.372.1406
Email: richard.watts@wdt-law.com
Website: wdt-law.com

Brayton Purcell LLP

222 Rush Landing Road
San Francisco, California (CA) 94945

Contact: James P. Nevin, Jr.
Phone: 415.878.5730
Email: jnevin@braytonlaw.com
Website: braytonlaw.com

Buchman Provine Brothers Smith LLP

2033 North Main Street, Suite 720
San Francisco, California (CA) 94596

Contact: Roger Brothers
Phone: 925.289.7812
Email: rbrothers@bpbsllp.com
Website: bpbsllp.com

Coleman & Horowitt, LLP

499 West Shaw Avenue, Suite 116
Fresno, California (CA) 93704

Contact: Darryl J. Horowitt
Phone: 559.389.7559
Email: dhorowitt@ch-law.com
Website: ch-law.com

Demler, Armstrong & Rowland, LLP

201 Spear Street, Suite 1100
San Francisco, California (CA) 94105

Contact: John Brydon
Phone: 415.688.2588
Email: bry@darlaw.com
Website: darlaw.com

Eisenberg & Associates, APC

9210 Irvine Center Drive
Irvine, California (CA) 92618

Contact: Larry Eisenberg
Phone: 844.202.2903
Email: lse@lselaw.com
Website: lselaw.com

Ferris & Britton, A Professional Corporation

501 West Broadway, Suite 1450
San Diego, California (CA) 92101

Contact: Michael Weinstein
Phone: 619.754.8477
Email: mweinstein@ferrisbritton.com
Website: ferrisbritton.com

Greenberg Glusker

1900 Avenue of the Stars, 21st Floor
Los Angeles, California (CA) 90067

Contact: Brian L. Davidoff
Phone: 310.734.1965
Email: bdavidoff@greenbergglusker.com
Website: greenbergglusker.com

McElfish Law Firm

1112 North Sherbourne Drive
Los Angeles, California (CA) 90069

Contact: Raymond D. McElfish
Phone: 310.734.0276
Email: rmcelfish@mcelfishlaw.com
Website: mcelfishlaw.com

Hennelly & Grossfeld LLP

4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 850
Marina del Rey, California (CA) 90292

Contact: Mike King
Phone: 424.320.3929
Email: mking@hgla.com
Website: hennellygrossfeld.com

Neil, Dymott, Frank, McFall, Trexler,  
McCabe & Hudson APLC

1010 Second Avenue, Suite 2500
San Diego, California (CA) 92101

Contact: Hugh A. McCabe
Phone: 619.754.8462
Email: hmccabe@neildymott.com
Website: neildymott.com
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Ogborn Mihm LLP

1700 Broadway, Suite 1900
Denver, Colorado (CO) 80290

Contact: Michael T. Mihm
Phone: 303.515.7280
Email: michael.mihm@omtrial.com
Website: omtrial.com

Hodkin Law Group, P.A.

54 SW Boca Raton Boulevard
Boca Raton, Florida (FL) 33432

Contact: Adam Hodkin
Phone: 561.922.8660
Email: ahodkin@hodkinlawgroup.com
Website: hodkinlawgroup.com

Sparks Willson Borges Brandt & Johnson, PC

24 South Weber Street, Suite 400
Colorado Springs, Colorado (CO) 80903

Contact: William Robers
Phone: 844.634.5107
Email: wjr@sparkswillson.com
Website: sparkswillson.com

Timmins LLC

450 East 17th Avenue, Suite 210
Denver, Colorado (CO) 80203

Contact: Edward Timmins
Phone: 303.928.1778
Email: et@timminslaw.com
Website: timminslaw.com

Zupkus & Angell, P.C.

789 Sherman Street, Suite 500
Denver, Colorado (CO) 80203

Contact: Dina Bernardelli
Phone: 303.357.0202
Email: dbernardelli@zalaw.com
Website: zalaw.com

Brody Wilkinson PC

2507 Post Road
Southport, Connecticut (CT) 06890

Contact: Tom Walsh
Phone: 203.916.6289
Email: twalsh@brodywilk.com
Website: brodywilk.com

Szilagyi & Daly

118 Oak Street
Hartford, Connecticut (CT) 06106

Contact: Frank J. Szilagyi
Phone: 860.967.0038
Email: fszilagyi@sdctlawfirm.com
Website: sdctlawfirm.com

Rosenthal, Monhait & Goddess, P.A.

919 North Market Street, Suite 1401
Wilmington, Delaware (DE) 19801

Contact: Norman Monhait
Phone: 302.660.0960
Email: nmonhait@rmgglaw.com
Website: rmgglaw.com

Price Benowitz LLP

409 7th Street NW, #100
Washington, District of Columbia (DC) 20004

Contact: Seth Price
Phone: 202.600.9400
Email: seth@pricebenowitz.com
Website: pricebenowitz.com

Law Offices of Stewart and Stewart

2100 M Street NW, Suite 200
Washington, District of Columbia (DC) 20037

Contact: Terence P. Stewart
Phone: 202.315.0765
Email: tstewart@stewartlaw.com
Website: stewartlaw.com

Bivins & Hemenway, P. A.

1060 Bloomingdale Avenue
Tampa, Florida (FL) 33596

Contact: Robert W. Bivins
Phone: 813.280.6233
Email: bbivins@bhpalaw.com
Website: bhpalaw.com

Mateer Harbert, PA

Two Landmark Center, Suite 600
225 East Robinson Street
Orlando, Florida (FL) 32801

Contact: Kurt E. Thalwitzer
Phone: 407.374.0861
Email: kthalwitzer@mateerharbert.com
Website: mateerharbert.com

Nicklaus & Associates, P.A.

Miami, Florida (FL) 

Send mail to: 
4651 Ponce de Leon Boulevard, Suite 200
Coral Gables, Florida (FL) 33146

Contact: Edward R. Nicklaus
Phone: 305.460.9888
Email: edwardn@nicklauslaw.com
Website: nicklauslaw.com

Nicklaus & Associates, P.A.

4651 Ponce de Leon Boulevard, Suite 200
Coral Gables, Florida (FL) 33146

Contact: Edward R. Nicklaus
Phone: 305.460.9888
Email: edwardn@nicklauslaw.com
Website: nicklauslaw.com
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Wilke, Fleury, Hoffelt, Gould & Birney, LLP

400 Capitol Mall
Twenty-Second Floor
Sacramento, California (CA) 95814

Contact: David A. Frenznick
Phone: 916.228.7755
Email: dfrenznick@wilkefleury.com
Website: wilkefleury.com

PBLICalifornia
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Saalfield Shad, P.A.

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 400
Jacksonville, Florida (FL) 32202

Contact: Richard Stoudemire
Phone: 904.638.4142
Email: rstoudemire@saalfieldlaw.com
Website: saalfieldlaw.com

Widerman Malek, P.L.

1990 West New Haven Avenue, Suite 201
Melbourne, Florida (FL) 32904

Contact: Mark Warzecha
Phone: 321.369.9579
Email: mfw@uslegalteam.com
Website: uslegalteam.com

Fain, Major & Brennan, P.C.

100 Glenridge Point Parkway
Suite 500
Atlanta, Georgia (GA) 30342

Contact: Thomas E. Brennan
Phone: 404.448.4929
Email: tbrennan@fainmajor.com
Website: fainmajor.com

Krevolin & Horst, LLC

1201 West Peachtree Street
One Atlantic Center, Suite 3250
Atlanta, Georgia (GA) 30309

Contact: Douglas P. Krevolin
Phone: 404.585.3657
Email: krevolin@khlawfirm.com
Website: khlawfirm.com

Tate Law Group, LLC

2 East Bryan Street, Suite 600
Savannah, Georgia (GA) 31401

Contact: Mark A. Tate
Phone: 912.480.6595
Email: marktate@tatelawgroup.com
Website: tatelawgroup.com

Roeca Luria Hiraoka LLP

900 Davies Pacific Center
841 Bishop Street
Honolulu, Hawaii (HI) 96813

Contact: Arthur F. Roeca
Phone: 808.426.5995
Email: aroeca@rlhlaw.com
Website: rlhlaw.com

Trecker & Fritz

820 Mililani Street, Suite 701
Honolulu, Hawaii (HI) 96813

Contact: Marty Fritz
Phone: 844.471.9700
Email: cmfritz@lawctr.net
Website: treckerfritzlaw.com

Kozacky Weitzel McGrath, P.C.

55 West Monroe Street, Suite 2400
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60603

Contact: Jerome R. Weitzel
Phone: 312.239.6550
Email: jweitzel@kwmlawyers.com
Website: kwmlawyers.com

Lane & Lane, LLC

230 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60606

Contact: Stephen I. Lane
Phone: 312.279.6913
Email: stevelane@lane-lane.com
Website: lane-lane.com

Lipe Lyons Murphy Nahrstadt & Pontikis, Ltd.

230 West Monroe Street, Suite 2260
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60606

Contact: Bradley C. Nahrstadt
Phone: 312.279.6914
Email: bcn@lipelyons.com
Website: lipelyons.com

Ayres Carr & Sullivan, P.C.

251 East Ohio Street, Suite 500
Indianapolis, Indiana (IN) 46204

Contact: Bret S. Clement
Phone: 317.495.9438
Email: bclement@acs-law.com
Website: acs-law.com

Whitten Law Office

6801 Gray Road, Suite H
Indianapolis, Indiana (IN) 46237

Contact: Christopher Whitten
Phone: 317.215.5768
Email: cwhitten@indycounsel.com
Website: indycounsel.com

Ogden & Sullivan, P.A.

113 South Armenia Avenue
Tampa, Florida (FL) 33609

Contact: Tim V. Sullivan
Phone: 813.337.6004
Email: tsullivan@ogdensullivan.com
Website: ogdensullivan.com

Carney Appleby Law

400 Homestead Building
303 Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa (IA) 50309

Contact: George Appleby
Phone: 515.346.6600
Email: appleby@carneyappleby.com
Website: carneyappleby.com
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Widerman Malek, P.L.

Daytona Beach, Florida (FL) 

Send mail to: 
1990 West New Haven Avenue, Suite 201
Melbourne, Florida (FL) 32904

Contact: Mark Warzecha
Phone: 321.392.2141
Email: mfw@uslegalteam.com
Website: uslegalteam.com

PDIPBLIFlorida
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Fowler Bell PLLC

300 West Vine Street, Suite 600
Lexington, Kentucky (KY) 40507

Contact: John E. Hinkel, Jr.
Phone: 859.759.2519
Email: jhinkel@fowlerlaw.com
Website: fowlerlaw.com

Gary C. Johnson, PSC

110 Caroline Avenue
Pikeville, Kentucky (KY) 41501

Contact: Gary C. Johnson
Phone: 606.393.4071
Email: gary@garycjohnson.com
Website: garycjohnson.com

Degan, Blanchard & Nash, PLC

6421 Perkins Road
Building C, Suite B
Baton Rouge, Louisiana (LA) 70808

Contact: Sidney W. Degan, III
Phone: 225.330.7863
Email: sdegan@degan.com
Website: degan.com

Degan, Blanchard & Nash, PLC

Texaco Center, Suite 2600
400 Poydras Street
New Orleans, Louisiana (LA) 70130

Contact: Sidney W. Degan, III
Phone: 504.708.5217
Email: sdegan@degan.com
Website: degan.com

Montgomery Barnett, L.L.P.

One American Place
301 Main Street, Suite 1170
Baton Rouge, Louisiana (LA) 70825

Contact: John Y. Pearce
Phone: 225.330.7852
Email: jpearce@monbar.com
Website: monbar.com

The Bennett Law Firm, P.A.

121 Middle Street, Suite 300
Portland, Maine (ME) 04101

Contact: Peter Bennett
Phone: 207.517.6021
Email: pbennett@thebennettlawfirm.com
Website: thebennettlawfirm.com

Dugan, Babij & Tolley, LLC

1966 Greenspring Drive, Suite 500
Baltimore, Maryland (MD) 21093

Contact: Henry E. Dugan, Jr.
Phone: 410.690.7246
Email: hdugan@medicalneg.com
Website: medicalneg.com

Thomas & Libowitz, P.A.

100 Light Street, Suite 1100
Baltimore, Maryland (MD) 21202

Contact: Steven Thomas
Phone: 410.575.1468
Email: sthomas@tandllaw.com
Website: tandllaw.com

Rudolph Friedmann LLP

92 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts (MA) 02109

Contact: James L. Rudolph
Phone: 617.606.3120
Email: jrudolph@rflawyers.com
Website: rflawyers.com

Bos & Glazier, Trial Attorneys

990 Monroe Avenue NW
Grand Rapids, Michigan (MI) 49503

Contact: Carole D. Bos
Phone: 616.818.1836
Email: cbos@bosglazier.com
Website: bosglazier.com

Buchanan & Buchanan, PLC

171 Monroe Avenue NW, Suite 750
Grand Rapids, Michigan (MI) 49503

Contact: Robert J. Buchanan
Phone: 616.818.0037
Email: rjb@buchananfirm.com
Website: buchananfirm.com

Cardelli Lanfear P.C.

322 West Lincoln Avenue
Royal Oak, Michigan (MI) 48067

Contact: Thomas G. Cardelli
Phone: 248.850.2179
Email: tcardelli@cardellilaw.com
Website: cardellilaw.com
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BGD Law

50 East River Center Boulevard, Suite 820
Covington, Kentucky (KY) 41011

Contact: Benjamin Dusing
Phone: 513.322.1900
Email: bdusing@bgdlaw.com
Website: bgdlaw.com

PDIKentucky
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Montgomery Barnett, L.L.P.

3300 Energy Centre
1100 Poydras Street
New Orleans, Louisiana (LA) 70163

Contact: John Y. Pearce
Phone: 504.708.4517
Email: jpearce@monbar.com
Website: monbar.com

PBLILouisiana

Demorest Law Firm, PLLC

1537 Monroe Street, Suite 300
Dearborn, Michigan (MI) 48124

Contact: Mark S. Demorest
Phone: 248.850.2167
Email: mark@demolaw.com
Website: demolaw.com

PBLIMichigan
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McKeen & Associates, P.C.

645 Griswold Street, 42nd Floor
Detroit, Michigan (MI) 48226

Contact: Brian J. McKeen
Phone: 313.769.2572
Email: bjmckeen@mckeenassociates.com
Website: mckeenassociates.com

Silver & Van Essen, P.C.

300 Ottawa Avenue NW, Suite 620
Grand Rapids, Michigan (MI) 49503

Contact: Lee T. Silver
Phone: 616.988.5600
Email: ltsilver@silvervanessen.com
Website: silvervanessesn.com

Leonard, O’Brien, Spencer,   
Gale and Sayre, Ltd.

100 South Fifth Street, Suite 2500
Minneapolis, Minnesota (MN) 55402

Contact: Eldon J. Spencer, Jr.
Phone: 612.332.1030
Email: espencer@losgs.com
Website: losgs.com

O’Meara, Leer, Wagner & Kohl, P.A.

7401 Metro Boulevard, Suite 600
Minneapolis, Minnesota (MN) 55439

Contact: Dale O. Thornsjo
Phone: 952.679.7475
Email: dothornsjo@olwklaw.com
Website: olwklaw.com

Oppegard & Quinton

2901 South Frontage Road
Moorhead, Minnesota (MN) 56560

Contact: Paul Oppegard
Phone: 218.282.7931
Email: poppegard@owqlaw.com
Website: owqlaw.com

Robert P. Christensen, P.A.  
Advocates for Justice

5775 Wayzata Boulevard, Suite 670
Minneapolis, Minnesota (MN) 55416

Contact: Robert P. Christensen
Phone: 612.315.8411
Email: bob@mnadvocatesforjustice.com
Website: mnadvocatesforjustice.com

Merkel & Cocke

30 Delta Avenue
Clarksdale, Mississippi (MS) 38614

Contact: Ted Connell
Phone: 662.268.1008
Email: tconnell@merkel-cocke.com
Website: merkel-cocke.com

Foland, Wickens, Eisfelder,   
Roper & Hofer, P.C.

One Kansas City Place
1200 Main Street, Suite 2200
Kansas City, Missouri (MO) 64105

Contact: Scott Hofer
Phone: 816.521.6287
Email: shofer@fwpclaw.com
Website: fwpclaw.com

Rosenblum Goldenhersh

7733 Forsyth Boulevard
Fourth Floor
St. Louis, Missouri (MO) 63105

Contact: Carl C. Lang
Phone: 314.685.8169
Email: clang@rgsz.com
Website: rgsz.com

The Sader Law Firm

2345 Grand Boulevard, Suite 2150
Kansas City, Missouri (MO) 64108

Contact: Neil Sader
Phone: 816.561.1818
Email: nsader@saderlawfirm.com
Website: saderlawfirm.com

Datsopoulos, MacDonald & Lind, P.C.

Central Square Building
201 West Main Street, Suite 201
Missoula, Montana (MT) 59801

Contact: William VanCanagan
Phone: 406.552.1166
Email: bvancanagan@dmllaw.com
Website: dmllaw.com

Atkin Winner & Sherrod

1117 South Rancho Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada (NV) 89102

Contact: Thomas Winner
Phone: 702.936.6868
Email: twinner@awslawyers.com
Website: awslawyers.com
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Demorest Law Firm, PLLC

322 West Lincoln Avenue
Detroit, Michigan (MI) 48067

Contact: Mark S. Demorest
Phone: 248.850.2167
Email: mark@demolaw.com
Website: demolaw.com

Lambert Leser, P.C.

916 Washington Avenue, Suite 309
Bay City, Michigan (MI) 48708

Contact: Susan Cook
Phone: 989.893.3518
Email: scook@lambertleser.com
Website: lambertleser.com
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PDI

Michigan
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Demorest Law Firm, PLLC

322 West Lincoln Avenue, Suite 300
Royal Oak, Michigan (MI) 48067

Contact: Mark S. Demorest
Phone: 248.850.2167
Email: mark@demolaw.com
Website: demolaw.com

PBLIMichigan
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Lesnevich, Marzano-Lesnevich & Trigg, LLC

Court Plaza South, Suite 250
21 Main Street, West Wing
Hackensack, New Jersey (NJ) 07601

Contact: Walter A. Lesnevich
Phone: 201.580.4179
Email: wal@lmllawyers.com
Website: lmllawyers.com

Lesnevich, Marzano-Lesnevich & Trigg, LLC

Newark, New Jersey (NJ) 

Send Mail to: 
Court Plaza South, Suite 250
21 Main Street, West Wing
Hackensack, New Jersey (NJ) 07601

Contact: Walter A. Lesnevich
Phone: 201.580.4179
Email: wal@lmllawyers.com
Website: lmllawyers.com

Mandelbaum Salsburg P.C.

3 Becker Farm Road, Suite 105
Roseland, New Jersey (NJ) 07068

Contact: Robin F. Lewis
Phone: 973.821.4172
Email: rlewis@lawfirm.ms
Website: lawfirm.ms

Thomas Paschos & Associates, P.C.

30 North Haddon Avenue, Suite 200
Haddonfield, New Jersey (NJ) 08033

Contact: Thomas Paschos
Phone: 856.528.9811
Email: tpaschos@paschoslaw.com
Website: paschoslaw.com

Hinkle Shanor LLP

7601 Jefferson NE, Suite 180
Albuquerque, New Mexico (NM) 87109

Contact: Richard Olson
Phone: 505.858.8320
Email: rolson@hinklelawfirm.com
Website: hinklelawfirm.com

Hinkle Shanor LLP

400 Pennsylvania, Suite 640
Roswell, New Mexico (NM) 88201

Contact: Mary Moran Behm
Phone: 575.636.1186 
Email: mbehm@hinklelawfirm.com 
Website: hinklelawfirm.com 

Coughlin & Gerhart, LLP

99 Corporate Drive
Binghamton, New York (NY) 13904

Contact: James P. O’Brien
Phone: 607.821.4368
Email: jobrien@cglawoffices.com
Website: cglawoffices.com

Ganfer & Shore, LLP

360 Lexington Avenue, 14th Floor
New York, New York (NY) 10017

Contact: Mark A. Berman
Phone: 917.746.6796
Email: mberman@ganfershore.com
Website: ganfershore.com

Iseman, Cunningham, Riester & Hyde LLP

9 Thurlow Terrace
Albany, New York (NY) 12203

Contact: James P. Lagios
Phone: 518.621.0140
Email: jlagios@icrh.com
Website: icrh.com

Iseman, Cunningham, Riester & Hyde LLP

2649 South Road
Poughkeepsie, New York (NY) 12601

Contact: James P. Lagios
Phone: 845.232.2294
Email: jlagios@icrh.com
Website: icrh.com
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Laxalt & Nomura, LTD

9600 Gateway Drive
Reno, Nevada (NV) 89521

Contact: Daniel T. Hayward
Phone: 775.297.4435
Email: dhayward@laxalt-nomura.com
Website: laxalt-nomura.com

Stephenson & Dickinson Law Office

2820 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 19
Las Vegas, Nevada (NV) 89102

Contact: Bruce Dickinson
Phone: 702.936.6922
Email: bdickinson@sdlawoffice.net
Website: stephensonanddickinson.com
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PDI

Nevada

Nevada

The Bennett Law Firm, P.A.

New Hampshire (NH) 

Send Mail to: 
121 Middle Street, Suite 300
P.O. Box 7799
Portland, Maine (ME) 04101

Contact: Peter Bennett
Phone: 207.517.6021
Email: pbennett@thebennettlawfirm.com
Website: thebennettlawfirm.com

Earp Cohn P.C.

20 Brace Road, 4th Floor
Cherry Hill, New Jersey (NJ) 08034

Contact: Richard Cohn
Phone: 856.354.7700
Email: rbcohn@earpcohn.com
Website: earpcohn.com
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PBLINew Hampshire

New Jersey

Barton LLP

Graybar Building, 18th Floor
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York (NY) 10170

Contact: Roger Barton
Phone: 212.687.6262
Email: rbarton@bartonesq.com
Website: bartonesq.com

PBLINew York
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Lewis Johs Avallone Aviles LLP

One CA Plaza, Suite 225
Islandia, New York (NY) 11749

Contact: Robert J. Avallone
Phone: 631.240.0486
Email: rjavallone@lewisjohs.com
Website: lewisjohs.com

Charles G. Monnett III & Associates

6842 Morrison Boulevard, Suite 100
Charlotte, North Carolina (NC) 28211

Contact: Charles G. Monnett, III
Phone: 704.997.2027
Email: cmonnett@carolinalaw.com
Website: carolinalaw.com

PDI

PPII

New York

North Carolina

Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, P.A.

2600 One Wells Fargo Center
301 South College Street
Charlotte, North Carolina (NC) 28202

Contact: Clayton S. Curry, Jr.
Phone: 704.469.4424
Email: scurry@horacktalley.com
Website: horacktalley.com

Smith Debnam Narron Drake   
Saintsing & Myers, LLP

4601 Six Forks Road, Suite 400
Raleigh, North Carolina (NC) 27609

Contact: Byron L. Saintsing
Phone: 919.926.1991
Email: bsaintsing@smithdebnamlaw.com
Website: smithdebnamlaw.com
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North Carolina

North Carolina

Trevett Cristo Salzer & Andolina P.C.

2 State Street, Suite 1000
Rochester, New York (NY) 14614

Contact: Louis Cristo
Phone: 585.236.4512
Email: lcristo@trevettlaw.com
Website: trevettcristo.com

PDIPBLINew York

Oppegard & Quinton

2309 Rose Creek Boulevard South
Fargo, North Dakota (ND) 58104

Contact: Paul Oppegard
Phone: 218.282.7931
Email: poppegard@owqlaw.com
Website: owqlaw.com

BGD Law

Cincinnati, Ohio (OH) 

Send mail to: 
50 East River Center Boulevard, Suite 820
Covington, Kentucky (KY) 41011

Contact: Benjamin Dusing
Phone: 513.322.1900
Email: bdusing@bgdlaw.com
Website: bgdlaw.com

Kayne Law Group

612 Park Street, Suite 100
Columbus, Ohio (OH) 43215

Contact: Eric Stoller
Phone: 614.500.4553
Email: estoller@kaynelaw.com 
Website: kaynelaw.com

Mellino Law Firm LLC

19704 Center Ridge Road
Cleveland, Ohio (OH) 44116

Contact: Chris Mellino
Phone: 440.863.0845
Email: cmm@mellinolaw.com
Website: mellinolaw.com
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North Dakota
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Ohio

Norchi Forbes, LLC

Commerce Park IV
23240 Chagrin Boulevard, Suite 210
Cleveland, Ohio (OH) 44122

Contact: Kevin M. Norchi
Phone: 216.539.7950
Email: kmn@norchilaw.com
Website: norchilaw.com

Schneider Smeltz Spieth Bell LLP

1375 East Ninth Street, Suite 900
Cleveland, Ohio (OH) 44114

Contact: James D. Vail
Phone: 216.539.8374
Email: jvail@sssb-law.com
Website: sssb-law.com

Dunlap Codding

609 West Sheridan Avenue
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (OK) 73102

Contact: Doug Sorocco
Phone: 405.445.6243
Email: dsorocco@dunlapcodding.com
Website: dunlapcodding.com

Fogg Law Firm

421 South Rock Island
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (OK) 73036

Contact: Richard M. Fogg
Phone: 405.445.6271
Email: richard@fogglawfirm.com
Website: fogglawfirm.com

The Handley Law Center

111 South Rock Island
P.O. Box 310
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (OK) 73036

Contact: Fletcher D. Handley, Jr.
Phone: 405.494.8621
Email: fdh@handleylaw.com
Website: handleylaw.com
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Lewis Johs Avallone Aviles LLP

61 Broadway, Suite 2000
New York, New York (NY) 10006

Contact: Robert J. Avallone
Phone: 212.574.7856
Email: rjavallone@lewisjohs.com
Website: lewisjohs.com

PDINew York
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Law Offices of Thomas J. Wagner, LLC

8 Penn Center, 6th Floor
1628 John F. Kennedy Boulevard
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (PA) 19103

Contact: Thomas J. Wagner
Phone: 215.600.2322
Email: tjwagner@wagnerlaw.net
Website: wagnerlaw.net

Collins & Lacy, P.C.

1330 Lady Street, Sixth Floor
Columbia, South Carolina (SC) 29201

Contact: Christian Stegmaier
Phone: 803.381.9933
Email: cstegmaier@collinsandlacy.com
Website: collinsandlacy.com

Roe Cassidy Coates & Price, P.A.

1052 North Church Street
Greenville, South Carolina (SC) 29601

Contact: Pete Roe
Phone: 864.607.9649
Email: proe@roecassidy.com
Website: roecassidy.com

Rosen Hagood

151 Meeting Street, Suite 400
Charleston, South Carolina (SC) 29401

Contact: Alice F. Paylor
Phone: 843.737.6550
Email: apaylor@rrhlawfirm.com
Website: rrhlawfirm.com

Kennerly, Montgomery & Finley, P.C.

550 Main Street West
Knoxville, Tennessee (TN) 37902

Contact: Jack Tallent, II
Phone: 865.312.8814
Email: jtallent@kmfpc.com
Website: kmfpc.com

Kinnard, Clayton & Beveridge

127 Woodmont Boulevard
Nashville, Tennessee (TN) 37205

Contact: Randall Kinnard
Phone: 615.997.1197
Email: rkinnard@kcbattys.com
Website: kinnardclaytonandbeveridge.com

Spicer Rudstrom PLLC

Pembroke Square
119 South Main, Suite 700
Memphis, Tennessee (TN) 38103

Contact: Newton Anderson
Phone: 901.495.2995
Email: info@spicerfirm.com
Website: spicerfirm.com

Spicer Rudstrom PLLC

414 Union Street, Bank of America Tower
Suite 1700
Nashville, Tennessee (TN) 37219

Contact: Marc O. Dedman
Phone: 615.823.6137
Email: info@spicerfirm.com
Website: spicerfirm.com

Atchley, Russell, Waldrop & Hlavinka, LLP

1710 Moores Lane
Texarkana, Texas (TX) 75505

Contact: Alan D. Harrel
Phone: 903.255.7079
Email: aharrel@arwhlaw.com
Website: arwhlaw.com
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James, Potts & Wulfers, Inc.

2600 Mid-Continent Tower
401 South Boston Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma (OK) 74103

Contact: David W. Wulfers
Phone: 918.770.0197
Email: dwulf@jpwlaw.com
Website: jpwlaw.com

Smiling, Smiling & Burgess

Bradford Place, Suite 300
9175 South Yale Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma (OK) 74137

Contact: A. Mark Smiling
Phone: 918.921.1100
Email: msmiling@smilinglaw.com
Website: smilinglaw.com

Haglund Kelley, LLP

200 Southwest Market Street, Suite 1777
Portland, Oregon (OR) 97201

Contact: Michael E. Haglund
Phone: 503.419.9288
Email: mhaglund@hk-law.com
Website: hk-law.com

Earp Cohn P.C.

123 South Broad Street, Suite 2170
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (PA) 19109

Contact: Richard Cohn
Phone: 215.600.2293
Email: rbcohn@earpcohn.com
Website: earpcohn.com
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Rothman Gordon

Third Floor, Grant Building
310 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (PA) 15219

Contact: William E. Lestitian
Phone: 412.564.2787
Email: welestitian@rothmangordon.com
Website: rothmangordon.com

PBLIPennsylvania
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Spicer Rudstrom PLLC

537 Market Street, Suite 203
Chattanooga, Tennessee (TN) 37402

Contact: Rob Uhorchuk
Phone: 423.635.7141
Email: info@spicerfirm.com
Website: spicerfirm.com

PDITennessee
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Donato, Minx, Brown & Pool, P.C.

3200 Southwest Freeway, Suite 2300
Houston, Texas (TX) 77027

Contact: Robert (Bob) Brown
Phone: 713.877.1112
Email: bbrown@donatominxbrown.com
Website: donatominxbrown.com

Downs ♦ Stanford, P.C.

2001 Bryan Street, Suite 4000
Dallas, Texas (TX) 75201

Contact: Jay R. Downs
Phone: 214.572.2254
Email: jdowns@downsstanford.com
Website: downsstanford.com

Downs ♦ Stanford, P.C.

115 Wild Basin Road, Suite 207
Austin, Texas (TX) 78746

Contact: Jay R. Downs
Phone: 512.549.4816
Email: jdowns@downsstanford.com
Website: downsstanford.com
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Texas

Texas

Texas

Moses, Palmer & Howell, L.L.P.

309 West 7th Street, Suite 815
Fort Worth, Texas (TX) 76102

Contact: David Palmer
Phone: 817.458.3535
Email: dpalmer@mph-law.com
Website: mph-law.com

O’Donnell, Ferebee & Frazer, PC

Two Hughes Landing
1990 Hughes Landing Boulevard, Suite 550
Houston, Texas (TX) 77386

Contact: Jason Frazer
Phone: 281.617.1170
Email: jfrazer@ofmflaw.com
Website: ofmflaw.com
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Texas

Texas

Shaw Cowart LLP

1609 Shoal Creek Boulevard, Suite 100
Austin, Texas (TX) 78701

Contact: Ethan Shaw
Phone: 512.499.8900
Email: elshaw@shawcowart.com
Website: shawcowart.com

Thornton, Biechlin, Reynolds & Guerra, L.C.

418 East Dove Avenue
McAllen, Texas (TX) 78504

Contact: Tim K. Singley
Phone: 956.616.4221
Email: tsingley@thorntonfirm.com
Website: thorntonfirm.com

Prince Yeates

15 West South Temple, Suite 1700
Salt Lake City, Utah (UT) 84101

Contact: James W. McConkie
Phone: 801.416.2119
Email: jwm@princeyeates.com
Website: princeyeates.com
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Winder & Counsel, PC

460 South 400 East
Salt Lake City, Utah (UT) 84111

Contact: Donald J. Winder
Phone: 801.416.2429
Email: dwinder@winderfirm.com
Website: winderfirm.com

Goodman Allen Donnelly

4501 Highwoods Parkway, Suite 210
Richmond, Virginia (VA) 23060

Contact: Charles M. Allen
Phone: 804.322.1902
Email: callen@goodmanallen.com
Website: goodmanallen.com

Burak, Anderson & Melloni, PLC

30 Main Street, Suite 210
Burlington, Vermont (VT) 05402

Contact: Shane McCormack
Phone: 802.862.0500
Email: smccormack@vtlaw1.com
Website: vtlaw1.com

Wharton Aldhizer & Weaver, PLC

100 South Mason Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia (VA) 22801

Contact: Humes “Tripp” Franklin
Phone: 540.434.0316
Email: hfrankli@wawlaw.com
Website: wawlaw.com

Beresford Booth PLLC

145 3rd Avenue South, Suite 200
Edmonds, Washington (WA) 98020

Contact: David C. Tingstad
Phone: 425.939.2838
Email: davidt@beresfordlaw.com
Website: beresfordlaw.com
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Johnson, Graffe, Keay, Moniz & Wick, LLP

925 Fourth Avenue, Suite 2300
Seattle, Washington (WA) 98104

Contact: John Graffe
Phone: 206.681.9872
Email: johng@jgkmw.com
Website: jgkmw.com

PDIWashington
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Thornton, Biechlin, Reynolds & Guerra, L.C.

100 Northeast Loop 410
Fifth Floor One International Centre, Suite 500
San Antonio, Texas (TX) 78216

Contact: Richard J. Reynolds, III
Phone: 210.468.1901
Email: rreynolds@thorntonfirm.com
Website: thorntonfirm.com
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Greenspoon Bellemare

Scotia Tower, 1002 Sherbrooke Street West
Suite 1900
Montreal, Quebec (QC) H3A 3L6
Canada

Contact: Howard Greenspoon
Phone: 514.499.9400
Email: hgreenspoon@gplegal.com
Website: gplegal.com

Houser Henry & Syron LLP

Suite 2701, 145 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario (ON) M5H 1J8
Canada

Contact: Michael R. Henry
Phone: 647.694.1180
Email: mhenry@houserhenry.com
Website: houserhenry.com

Koffman Kalef LLP

885 West Georgia Street
19th Floor
Vancouver, British Columbia (BC) V6C 3H4
Canada

Contact: Jim Alam
Phone: 604.891.3688
Email: jja@kkbl.com
Website: kkbl.com
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Johnson, Graffe, Keay, Moniz & Wick, LLP

2115 North 30th Street, Suite 101
Tacoma, Washington (WA) 98403

Contact: Chris Keay
Phone: 253.878.7137
Email: ckeay@jgkmw.com
Website: jgkmw.com

The Masters Law Firm, L.C.

181 Summers Street
Charleston, West Virginia (WV) 25301

Contact: Marvin W. Masters
Phone: 304.982.7501
Email: mwm@themasterslawfirm.com
Website: themasterslawfirm.com

Wharton Aldhizer & Weaver, PLC

West Virginia (WV) 

Send mail to: 
100 South Mason Street
P.O. Box 20028
Harrisonburg, Virginia (VA) 22801

Contact: Humes “Tripp” Franklin
Phone: 540.434.0316
Email: hfrankli@wawlaw.com
Website: wawlaw.com
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Washington

West Virginia

West Virginia

Kohner, Mann & Kailas, S.C.

Washington Building, Barnabas Business Center
4650 North Port Washington Road
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (WI) 53212

Contact: Steve Kailas
Phone: 414.255.3659
Email: skailas@kmksc.com
Website: kmksc.com

Gary L. Shockey, PC

P.O. Box 10773
Jackson, Wyoming (WY) 83002

Contact: Gary L. Shockey
Phone: 307.200.2206
Email: gary@garyshockeylaw.com
Website: garyshockeylaw.com

PBLI

PPII

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Torre Metrocorp, Avenida Tecamachalco No. 14-502
Colonia Lomas de Chapultepec
Mexico City, Mexico C.P. 11010

Contact: Felipe Chapula Almaraz
Phone: +52.55.5093.9700
Email: fchapula@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

with offices also in Ciudad Juarez, Matamoros, Queretaro, 
Reynosa, San Pedro Garza García and Tijuana

PBLIMexico
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Estrella, LLC

150 Tetuan Street
Old San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901

Contact: Alberto Estrella
Phone: 787.977.5050
Email: agestrella@estrellallc.com
Website: estrellallc.com

PBLIPuerto Rico

O’Meara, Leer, Wagner & Kohl, P.A.

Eau Claire, Wisconsin (WI)

Send mail to:
7401 Metro Boulevard, Suite 600
Minneapolis, Minnesota (MN) 55439

Contact: Dale O. Thornsjo
Phone: 952.679.7475
Email: dothornsjo@olwklaw.com
Website: olwklaw.com

PDIWisconsin
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Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers

Level 18, St James Centre
111 Elizabeth Street
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia 2000

Contact: Selwyn Black
Phone: +61.2.9291.7100
Email: sblack@codea.com.au
Website: codea.com.au

HHG Legal Group

Level 1
16 Parliament Place
West Perth, Western Australia, Australia 6005

Contact: Simon Creek
Phone: +61.8.9322.1966
Email: simon.creek@hhg.com.au
Website: hhg.com.au

Mullins Lawyers

Level 21, Riverside Centre
123 Eagle Street
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 4000

Contact: Tony Hogarth
Phone: +61.7.3224.0222
Email: thogarth@mullinslaw.com.au
Website: mullinslaw.com.au

Hengtai Law Offices

1118 West Yan’An Road, Suites 1103-1105
Cloud Nine Plaza
Shanghai, China 200052

Contact: Edward Sun
Phone: +86.21.6226.2625
Email: edward.sun@hengtai-law.com
Website: hengtai-law.com

HJM Asia Law & Co LLC

B-1002, R&F Full Square Plaza No. 16,  
Ma Chang Road
ZhuJiang New City Tianhe District
Guangzhou, Guangdong, China 510623

Contact: Caroline Berube
Phone: +8620.8121.6605
Email: cberube@hjmasialaw.com
Website: hjmasialaw.com

ONC Lawyers

19th Floor, Three Exchange Square
8 Connaught Place, Central
Hong Kong (S.A.R.)

Contact: Ludwig Ng
Phone: +852.2810.1212
Email: ludwig.ng@onc.hk
Website: onc.hk

JustLaw

No 24, Keshava Nivas, 2nd Floor
Kalidasa Road, Gandhinagar
Bangalore Karnataka, India 560009

Contact: S.S. Naganand
Phone: +91.80.22266002
Email: naganand@justlaw.co.in
Website: justlaw.co.in

S Eshwar Consultants |   
House of Corporate & IPR Laws

#4 “Aishwarya”, 12B / 177
6th Street, Kumaran Colony, Vadapalani
Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India 600026

Contact: Eshwar Sabapathy
Phone: +91.44.42048335
Email: seshwar@eshwars.com
Website: eshwars.com

Seth Dua & Associates

601, DLF South Court, Saket
New Delhi, India 110017

Contact: Atul Dua
Phone: +91.11.41644400
Email: atul.dua@sethdua.com
Website: sethdua.com

Seth Dua & Associates

C-48, Ground Floor
Sector 20
Noida, India 201310

Contact: Atul Dua
Phone: +91.120.456.2203
Email: atul.dua@sethdua.com
Website: sethdua.com

J. Lee & Associates

A-16-13, Tower A
No.5 Jalan Bangsar Utama 1
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 59000

Contact: Johan Lee
Phone: +603.22881699
Email: jlee-kl@jlee-associates.com
Website: jlee-associates.com

HJM Asia Law & Co LLC

49, Kim Yam Road
Singapore 239353

Contact: Caroline Berube
Phone: +65.6755.9019
Email: cberube@hjmasialaw.com
Website: hjmasialaw.com

Hanol Law Offices

17th and 19th Floor, City Air Tower
159-9 Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku
Seoul, South Korea 135 973

Contact: Yun-Jae Baek
Phone: +82.2.6004.2500
Email: yjbaek@hanollaw.com
Website: hanollaw.com

Formosan Brothers

8F, No. 376 Section 4, Jen-Ai Road
Taipei, Taiwan 10693

Contact: Li-Pu Lee
Phone: +886.2.2705.8086
Email: lipolee@mail.fblaw.com.tw
Website: fblaw.com.tw

Navinlaw

Jasmine International Tower, 27th Floor
200 Chaengwattana Road
Pakkred, Nontaburi, Thailand 11120

Contact: Suwit Suwan
Phone: +66.2.100.3333
Email: suwit@navinlaw.com
Website: navinlaw.com
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ORYS Law

Wolvengracht 38 bus 2
Brussels, Belgium 1000

Contact: Koen De Puydt
Phone: +32.2.410.10.66
Email: koen.depuydt@orys.be
Website: orys.be

Lansky, Ganzger & Partner

Biberstrasse 5 
Vienna, Austria 1010

Contact: Ronald Frankl
Phone: +43.1.533.33.30.0
Email: frankl@lansky.at
Website: lansky.at

Danailov, Drenski, Nedelchev & Co./ 
Lex Locus

7, Pozitano Str.
Sofia, Bulgaria 1000

Contact: Bogdan Drenski
Phone: +359.2.954.9991
Email: drenski@lexlocus.com
Website: lexlocus.com

Vukmir & Associates

Gramaca 2L
Zagreb, Croatia 10000

Contact: Tomislav Pedisic
Phone: +385.1.376.0511
Email: tomislav.pedisic@vukmir.net
Website: vukmir.net

Bányaiová Vožehová, s.r.o.,   
advokátní kancelár

Lazarská 13/8
Building B, Fourth Floor
Prague, Czech Republic 120 00

Contact: Lucie Orsulova
Phone: +420.222.513.681
Email: lucie.orsulova@bvlaw.cz
Website: bvlaw.cz

Koenig & Partners Law Firm

Amaliegade 22
1256 Kobenhavn K
Copenhagen, Denmark 

Contact: Niels Thestrup
Phone: +45.3370.2000
Email: nt@danlaw.dk
Website: danlaw.dk

Vatier & Associes

25 avenue George V
Paris, France 75008

Contact: Pascal Lê Dai
Phone: +33.1.53.43.15.55
Email: p.ledai@vatier-associes.com
Website: vatier-associes.com

Broedermann Jahn

Neuer Wall 71
Hamburg, Germany 20354

Contact: Prof. Dr. Eckart Broedermann
Phone: +49.40.37.09.05.0
Email: eckart-broedermann@german-law.com
Website: german-law.com

WINHELLER Attorneys at Law &  
Tax Advisors

Tower 185
Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 35-37
Frankfurt am Main, Germany 60327

Contact: Stefan Winheller
Phone: +49.69.76.75.77.80
Email: s.winheller@winheller.com
Website: winheller.com

Fusthy & Manyai Law Office

Lajos u. 74-76
Budapest, Hungary H-1036

Contact: Dr. Zsolt Fusthy
Phone: +36.1.454.1766
Email: zfusthy@fusthylawoffice.hu
Website: fusthylawoffice.hu
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1961 Abogados y Economistas

Mestre Nicolau 19
2ª planta
Barcelona, Spain 08021

Contact: Carlos Jimenez
Phone: +34.93.366.39.90
Email: cjb@1961bcn.com
Website: 1961bcn.com

Dr. Fruhbeck Abogados

Marques del Riscal, 11, 5°
Madrid, Spain 28010

Contact: Dr. Guillermo Fruhbeck
Phone: +34.91.700.43.50
Email: madrid@fruhbeck.com
Website: fruhbeck.com

MME Legal  |  Tax  |  Compliance

Kreuzstrasse 42
Zurich, Switzerland CH-8008

Contact: Dr. Balz Hoesly
Phone: +41.44.254.99.66
Email: balz.hoesly@mme.ch
Website: mme.ch

Dallas & Co. Solicitors

The Old Lodge, Whitchurch Hill
Reading, United Kingdom RG8 7NU

Contact: Irene Dallas
Phone: +44.118.976.7500
Email: irene@dallasandcosolicitors.com
Website: dallasandcosolicitors.com

Marriott Harrison LLP

Staple Court
11 Staple Inn
London, United Kingdom WC1V 7QH

Contact: Jonathan Pearce
Phone: +44.20.7209.2000
Email: jonathan.pearce@marriottharrison.co.uk
Website: marriottharrison.co.uk

Leman Solicitors

8 - 34 Percy Place
Dublin, Ireland 4

Contact: Larry Fenelon
Phone: +353.1.639.3000
Email: lfenelon@leman.ie
Website: leman.ie

Efrati Galili & Co.

6 Wissotsky Street
Tel-Aviv, Israel 6233801

Contact: David Efrati
Phone: +972.3.545.2020
Email: david.efrati@egl.co.il
Website: efratigalili.com

FDL, Studio Legale e Tributario

Piazza Borromeo, 12
Milan, Italy 20123

Contact: Giuseppe Cattani
Phone: +39.02.721.4921
Email: g.cattani@fdl-lex.it
Website: fdl-lex.it

Njoroge Regeru & Company

Arbor House, Arboretum Drive
P.O. Box 46971
Nairobi, Kenya 00100 GPO

Contact: Njoroge Regeru
Phone: +254.020.3586592
Email: njoroge@njorogeregeru.com
Website: njorogeregeru.com

Hance Law

3A Sentier de l’Esperance
Luxembourg, Luxembourg L-1474

Contact: Olivier Hance
Phone: +352.274.404
Email: olivier.hance@hance-law.com
Website: hance-law.com

Refalo & Zammit Pace Advocates

61, St. Paul Street
Valletta, Malta VLT 1212

Contact: John Refalo
Phone: +356.2122.3515
Email: john.refalo@bar.com.mt
Website: bar.com.mt

Russell Advocaten B.V.

Reimersbeek 2
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 1082 AG

Contact: Reinier W.L. Russell
Phone: +31.20.301.55.55
Email: reinier.russell@russell.nl
Website: russell.nl

Giwa-Osagie & Company

4, Lalupon Close, Off Keffi Street S.W. Ikoyi
Lagos, Nigeria 

Contact: Osayaba Giwa-Osagie
Phone: +234.1.2707433
Email: giwa-osagie@giwa-osagie.com
Website: giwa-osagie.com

Elzanowski Cherka & Wasowski

8 Kruczkowskiego Street
Nordic Park Building, 7th Floor
Warsaw, Poland 00-380

Contact: Robert Nowakowski
Phone: +48.22.745.32.35
Email: robert.nowakowski@echw.pl
Website: echw.pl

Read Hope Phillips

3rd Floor, 30 Melrose Boulevard
Melrose Arch, Melrose North
Johannesburg, South Africa 2196

Contact: PJ Hope
Phone: +27.11.344.7800
Email: pj.hope@rhp.co.za
Website: rhp.co.za
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Badeni, Cantilo, Laplacette & Carricart

Reconquista 609, Floor 8
Buenos Aires, Argentina C1003ABM

Contact: Mariano Carricart
Phone: +54.011.4515.4800
Email: m.carricart@bclc.com.ar
Website: bclc.com.ar

Quijano & Associates

56 Daly Street
Belize City, Belize District, Belize

Contact: Julio A. Quijano Berbey
Phone: +501.223.0486
Email: quijano@quijano.com
Website: quijano.com

Salazar & Asociados

Av. Fuerza Naval No. 1621
entre calle 23 y calle 24 de Calacoto, Zona Sur
La Paz, Bolivia

Contact: Lorena Salazar Machicado
Phone: +591.2.279.6282
Email: lorena@salazarbolivia.com
Website: salazarbolivia.com

Barcellos Tucunduva Advogados

Alameda Itu, 852-9º e 10º andares
Sao Paulo, Brazil 01421-001

Contact: Jose Doles
Phone: +55.11.3069.9080
Email: jdoles@btlaw.com.br
Website: btlaw.com.br

Quijano & Associates

Wickhams Cay II, Clarence Old Thomas Building
P.O. Box 3159
Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands 

Contact: Julio A. Quijano Berbey
Phone: +284.494.3638
Email: quijano@quijano.com
Website: quijano.com
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Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Edificio Centura
Blvd. Agua Caliente No. 10611-1001
Col. Aviacion, Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico C.P. 
22420

Contact: Javier Zapata
Phone: +011.52.664.634.7790
Email: jzapata@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Ignacio Herrera y Cairo 2835 Piso 3
Fracc. Terranova
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico C.P. 44689

Contact: Edmundo Elias-Fernandez
Phone: +52.33.2003.0737
Email: eelias@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Quijano & Associates

Salduba Building, 3rd Floor
East 53rd Street, Urbanizacion Marbella
Panama City, Panama 

Contact: Julio A. Quijano Berbey
Phone: +507.269.2641
Email: quijano@quijano.com
Website: quijano.com

Estrella, LLC

150 Tetuan Street
Old San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901

Contact: Alberto Estrella
Phone: +787.977.5050
Email: agestrella@estrellallc.com
Website: estrellallc.com

Diamond Law Attorneys

Suite 5-101 Governor’s Square
23 West Bay Road
George Town, Grand Cayman KY1-1112

Contact: Stuart Diamond
Phone: +1.345.746.3529
Email: stuart@diamondlaw.ky 
Website: diamondlaw.ky 

Garcia Magliona y Cía. Abogados

La Bolsa 81, 6th Floor
Santiago, Chile 

Contact: Claudio Magliona
Phone: +56.2.2377.9449
Email: cmagliona@garciamagliona.cl
Website: garciamagliona.cl

Pinilla Gonzalez & Prieto Abogados

Av calle 72 no - 6-30 piso 14
Bogota, Colombia 

Contact: Felipe Pinilla
Phone: +57.1.210.10.00
Email: fpinilla@pgplegal.com
Website: pgplegal.com

Guardia Montes & Asociados

Ofiplaza del Este, Building C., 2nd Floor
P.O. 7-3410-1000
San Jose, Costa Rica 

Contact: Luis Montes
Phone: +506.2280.1718
Email: lmontes@guardiamontes.com
Website: guardiamontes.com

Dr. Fruhbeck Abogados

5ta. Ave No.4002 esq. 40. Playa Miramar
Havana, Cuba 

Contacts: Maria Elena Pubillons Marin
Phone: +537.204.5126
Email: habana@fruhbeck.com 
Website: fruhbeck.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Honduras No. 144 Altos
Colonia Modelo
Matamoros, Tamaulipas, Mexico C.P. 87360

Contact: Felipe Chapula Almaraz
Phone: +011.52.868.816.5818
Email: fchapula@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Boulevard Centro Sur No. 98 oficina 101
Colonia Colinas del Cimatario
Queretaro, Queretaro, Mexico C.P. 76090

Contact: Felipe Chapula Almaraz
Phone: +011.52.442.262.03.16
Email: fchapula@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Torre Metrocorp, Avenida Tecamachalco No. 14-Piso 5
Colonia Lomas de Chapultepec
Mexico City, Mexico C.P. 11010

Contact: Felipe Chapula Almaraz
Phone: +52.55.5093.9700
Email: fchapula@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Boulevard Los Leones, Suite 318
Colonia Los Leones
Reynosa, Tamaulipas, Mexico C.P. 88690

Contact: Felipe Chapula Almaraz
Phone: +011.52.899.923.9940
Email: fchapula@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Edificio VAO 2 -David Alfaro Siqueiros
No. 104, Int. 1505 Colonia Valle Oriente
San Pedro Garza Garcia, Nuevo Leon, 
Mexico C.P. 66269

Contact: Jorge Ojeda
Phone: +52.81.8363.9099
Email: jojeda@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com

Cacheaux Cavazos & Newton

Boulevard Tomas Fernandez No. 7930
Edificio A, Suite 20
Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico C.P. 32460

Contact: Felipe Chapula Almaraz
Phone: +011.52.656.648.7127
Email: fchapula@ccn-law.com.mx
Website: ccn-law.com
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Christian Boesl, shareholder 

with Primerus member 

firm Collins & Lacy, a little 

emotional. So Boesl decided 

to do something about it.

 For two weeks in May, the offices of 
Collins & Lacy, P.C., located in South 
Carolina, partnered with SCYAP and 
hosted a community collection drive 
for the organization’s Precious Cargo 
program. The program provides packed 
duffle bags to foster children the day they 
enter the organization’s care.
 In the end, they collected enough for 
more than 50 duffle bags loaded with 
basic toiletries, school supplies and 
comfort items such as a stuffed animal 
and blanket.
 “It’s really easy to get choked up 
about the initiative. As lawyers we deal 
with conflict on an almost daily basis,” 
Boesl said. “This is a time when we’re not 
dealing with conflict. We’re advocating for 
peace for these children. It’s refreshing to 
have a break from the conflict.”
 Boesl said many children entering 
foster care are pulled from their home 
at night to escape a dangerous situation. 
They often cannot bring anything   
with them. 
 “When the children receive these 
bags, they get something that’s unique and 
special to them,” he said. 

Pr imerus Community  Serv ice

Seven out of 10 children who enter foster care through the South Carolina Youth Advocate  

Program (SCYAP) have nothing but the clothes on their back. That’s a statistic that makes

Collins & Lacy Collects Precious Cargo 
for Foster Children
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 “I could really see the special needs 
of the children who come through the 
doors,” Boesl said. 
“The plight they find themselves in really 
tugs on the heartstrings. Having four 
children of my own, when you see the 
crisis these children are in and how they 
are victims of circumstances beyond their 
control, it is just so compelling to want to 
help them.”

believe it, and often it is the first time we 
have seen them smile all day.”
 SCYAP is a child-placing and 
family serving non-profit organization 
that provides treatment, advocacy and 
services to children and families dealing 
with serious emotional, behavioral, 
psychological and/or development issues. 
 Collins & Lacy has done legal work 
for SCYAP, so Boesl and others learned 
about their important work.

 Gail Cole, development liaison with 
SCYAP, said the organization distributes 
over 400 Precious Cargo bags to foster 
children every year. The bags are 
prepared for specific age groups and 
separated by male and female, so they  
are personalized for each child.
 “It is a special moment when they 
receive their bag,” she said. “The stuffed 
animal is immediately taken out for a hug 
and then the child usually asks if all of 
this is really just for them. They just can’t 

In the end, the firm collected enough for 
more than 50 duffle bags loaded with basic 
toiletries, school supplies and comfort items 
such as a stuffed animal and blanket.



International Society of Primerus Law Firms

171 Monroe Avenue NW, Suite 750 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503

Toll-free Phone: 800.968.2211
Fax: 616.458.7099
primerus.com 

2016-2017 Calendar of Events

Scan to learn more 

about Primerus.

October 13-16, 2016 – Primerus Global Conference
 Washington, District of Columbia

October 16-19, 2016 – Association of Corporate Counsel Annual Meeting
 San Francisco, California

November 3-4, 2016 – Primerus Defense Institute Insurance Coverage and 
 Bad Faith Seminar
 Chicago, Illinois

January 27, 2017 – Primerus Western Regional Meeting
 San Francisco, California

February 8-10, 2017 – Primerus Young Lawyers Section Boot Camp
 Las Vegas, Nevada

February 16-17, 2017 – Primerus Defense Institute Transportation Seminar
 San Antonio, Texas

March 1-4, 2017 – Primerus Personal Injury Institute Winter Conference
 Tucson, Arizona

April 20-23, 2017 – Primerus Defense Institute Convocation
 Naples, Florida

There are other events for 2016 and 2017 still being planned which 
do not appear on this list. For updates please visit the Primerus events 
calendar at primerus.com/events. 

For additional information, please contact Chad Sluss, Senior Vice 
President of Services, at 800.968.2211 or csluss@primerus.com.


